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Zoned out

Movement of the crowd

Mitra Anderson-Oliver delivers an
urban planning 1-0-1 on how changes
to Victoria’s zoning regulations might
affect you and your housing dreams.

Rafaela Pandolfini naturally looks to
the movement of the crowd in places
where people are preoccupied with
carrying out contemporary rituals.
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String Garden by Pop Plant
Andy (Maxi) Walker and Gabriela
Holland discovered a passion for plants
while cultivating a garden paradise in
the wilderness of Ollantaytambo, Peru.
Follow their step-by-step guide to create
a string garden for your own home.
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Alain de Botton
on Living Architecture

Dan, Paul, Eike:
Mid-city mountain cabin

Alain de Botton is a Zurich-born writer
and philosopher now based in London.
His ‘philosophy of everyday life’ covers
the stuff of human existence: love,
travel, work, status, architecture and
most recently, religion for atheists.

“Home is where we are all together and
a space we can share with friends and
family. It’s not a definitive geographical
or physical space, rather a place for
laughter, being free, relaxation, making
ideas and being inspired.”
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The Cairo: romance and the
minimum flat
A leafy art deco gem built by Australian
modernist architect Best Overend, Cairo
Flats was completed in 1936.
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Things revisited: Henry Wilson
In the fairly fickle and trend-conscious
world of design, Sydney-based Henry
Wilson has managed to forge a reputation
for sturdy, no-nonsense craftsmanship.
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The barometry of bees:
Melbourne City Rooftop Honey
As you enjoy your daily grub, consider
that every third mouthful is brought to
you by the hardworking honey bee.
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Exploring small footprint living across
art, design, architecture, urbanism,
the environment & finance.
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the culture of
living closer together
Eugenia Lim and Rachel Elliot-Jones
Hello, good reader. Welcome to the first ever print edition of Assemble
Papers, a young publication with an old soul, exploring the culture of living
closer together and small footprint life. Assemble Papers stands for
optimism and the hunger to understand context; to join the dots between
the ideal and the practical; to advocate for the local while participating in
an international conversation.
We treat our readership with the utmost respect, as intelligent peers
with whom we share values, knowledge and stories. Appealing to both left
and right sides of the brain, Assemble Papers features content that aims for
ingenuity and inventiveness, while taking a thoughtful, considered and
practical approach to the clutter of contemporary life.
Assemble Papers launched in the digital realm in 2012, publishing work
by and about a stellar mix of people; words, ideas and images related to
living small.

New content is published on our website on
a weekly basis and is distributed via our free
e-newsletter every Friday morning, 11am AEST.
The decision to delve into the print medium was motivated by a desire to
expand, reach out and broaden the discussion; to connect more individuals
with important issues and interesting stories that affect them, now and in the
future. The portability and tactility of printed matter is an exciting prospect.
It creates the opportunity for chance encounters, incidental discovery of new
ideas, and the ability to absorb information at a slower pace. In the following
pages you will find a selection of our favourite pieces of content from the
website, along with a couple of timely new additions.
The timing of our pioneer print foray is important. The current housing
affordability crisis in Melbourne, coupled with the recent changes to
residential zonings proposed by local councils, has huge implications for
the urban fabric and social diversity of our city (planning guru Mitra
Anderson-Oliver seeks to demystify the complex new planning regulations
in Zoned out on page 6). What you have before you is a tangible invitation to
pause, think, and participate. A call to arms, if you will, as the time to have
an opinion is now.
As Joseph Rykwert has said, “a city doesn’t happen because nature
orders it… it happens because we have willed it.” We believe in the cities
we live in, and the people who live in them (that’s you!). Together we have
the power to effect change.
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EDITORIAL

introducing assemble

“Live your beliefs and you can turn the world around.”
– Henry David Thoreau

Giuseppe (Pino) Demaio, Ben Keck
and Joachim (Quino) Holland
Assemble is an architecture, design and
property development company focused
on small footprint projects. Assemble
also provides architecture services via
Fieldwork and creative services via Local
Peoples. With backgrounds in architecture,
design, property and finance, Giuseppe
Demaio, Ben Keck and Joachim Holland
joined forces in 2010, spurred to action by
the increasing absence of well-designed
housing in Australian cities.
For the best part of two decades, our friends and peers have negotiated
soaring rents and decreasing housing affordability as property prices have
risen dramatically in the inner city. For those lucky enough to be in a position
to buy, detached housing and the traditional Victorian terrace have become
increasingly out of reach and arguably out-of-date, leaving apartments and
townhouses as the only affordable options. Sadly, the design and quality of
new apartments and townhouses in Australia has largely been driven by the
needs of investors, rather than the needs of residents. All around Melbourne,
developments are going up with eye-watering exteriors, thin walls, minimal
natural light, poor quality fixtures and flimsy workmanship; built with a lack
of care for future residents and disregard for the fabric of our city.
We founded Assemble to counter this trend by providing small footprint
housing designed for the needs and wants of residents. We believe that small
footprint living is not a compromise. You can and should be able to live the
fullest of lives in a small but well-considered space – and we know this
through direct experience. The three directors of Assemble have lived in
apartment cities such as Copenhagen, Barcelona, Amsterdam, Berlin and
Brussels, witnessing the complete and complex lives lived by fellow
apartment dwellers who had families, kept pets, worked, studied, shared
picnics, tinkered with bicycles, grew indoor plants, threw parties and shared
spaces. What made these apartment cities and spaces work? Good design,
robust materials and buildings that were built to last. But in addition to the
physical built environment, what made these people and places work was
the more intangible but equally important culture of collectivity. Neighbours
were encouraged to interact in and through what was shared, while also
having a sense of agency and ownership of their own space.
4	editorial

This knowledge of and fondness for small footprint living informs
the Assemble ethos. We listen to the needs and wants of our peers and will
build homes for them, taking just as much pride in their homes as our own,
mi casa es su casa.
Over the past two years, Assemble has been looking for a location in
the inner north of Melbourne for a small to medium scale apartment or
townhouse project to bring our ideas on small footprint living to life. During
this time we have assessed hundreds of opportunities, however suitable sites
have been extremely difficult to find and secure on viable terms. The main
challenge has been that the residential development market is highly
competitive and increasingly, we are competing against developers who
have a lower cost of capital and/or a greater capacity than us to pay for sites.
Typically, these developers are: offshore developers who are motivated to
invest capital in countries with lower sovereign risk than their own; builderdevelopers who are motivated to secure the building margin at the expense
of the development margin; developers prepared to cut corners and sacrifice
quality; and other developers who just don’t do their homework and end up
paying too much for sites.
Despite the disappointment of not having secured our first project, we
remain optimistic and determined to make our vision for small footprint
living a reality. We’re confident that 2014 will be the year in which Assemble’s
first project comes to fruition and it will be well worth the wait! For more
information about what we have in mind for our first project and to register
your interest, please visit our website and follow the link to ‘Project 1.’
In the spirit of fostering the culture of living closer together, Assemble
also publishes Assemble Papers, a publication exploring small footprint
living across art, design, architecture, urbanism, the environment and finance.
Beyond bricks and mortar, Assemble Papers reflects our broader passions
and beliefs in inventive yet practical approaches to sustainable living. We are
very proud to be bringing you the first print edition of Assemble Papers
and we thank the founding editor Eugenia Lim, the acting editor Rachel
Elliot-Jones and all of the talented contributors for their energy, involvement
and generosity to make this publication possible. We also thank our loyal
and growing readership for their continued interest and support.
Ben, Quino and Pino.
the culture of living closer together

assembleprojects.com.au
assemblepapers.com.au
fieldworkprojects.com.au
localpeoples.com
ncdfree.org
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practical matter

ZONED OUT
Mitra Anderson-Oliver
An urban planning 1-0-1 on how changes
to Victoria’s zoning regulations might
affect you and your housing dreams.
Statutory planning is not exactly the stuff of dinner party conversation.
It’s part of the ‘dark matter’ of the city: most don’t know about it, or know
how to know about it, or perhaps even want to know about it. Housing
affordability though, is something that we can all relate to. Unless you are
lucky enough to already own your home, you are probably painfully aware
of how increasingly inaccessible the Melbourne housing market is.
In mid-2013 something happened in the deep recesses of Melbourne’s
planning bureaucracy that, arguably, has the potential to make this situation
significantly worse. A new zoning scheme for Victoria was released, replacing
the existing residential 1, 2 and 3 Zones with three new ones: the
Neighbourhood Residential Zone (affectionately called the ‘No-go Zone’);
the General Residential Zone (‘Slow-go Zone’) and the Residential Growth
Zone (‘Go-Zone’!). As the nicknames imply, the intention behind the new
zonings was to provide greater certainty as to where we can expect more
and higher density development, and conversely where we can relax and
rest easy in the knowledge that our heritage streetscapes will be preserved.
So far, only two councils have had their new zones approved by the
Minister for Planning: Glen Eira and Greater Dandenong, with seven
having submitted but still awaiting approval, and nineteen others at various
stages of completion.
The delay on approval of those that have submitted their amendments
may have something to do with the fact that Glen Eira, as the first out of the
blocks, took a particularly conservative approach, zoning 78% of their area
as Neighbourhood Residential, or No-go Zone. This zoning allows no more
than two dwellings on a lot (and with attendant restrictions on height and set
backs making even this difficult) effectively putting a stop to the small scale
residential in-fill development that has, over the past 10 years, supplied over
a third of Glen Eira’s new housing. Other Councils have followed suit.
For example, the City of Yarra’s new zone proposal seeks to apply the
Neighbourhood Residential Zone to 77% of residential land, with 23%
General Residential Zone and no Residential Growth Zone at all.
According to Terry Rawnsley, of SGS Economics and Planning, such
restrictive application of development zones is effectively reshaping the
housing market at the stroke of a pen. A significant portion of our inner ring
development has, up until now, been delivered by your ‘ma and pa’ investors,
taking out a second mortgage to, for example, convert a decent sized house
block in Bentleigh into three or four semi-detached town houses. James
Mansour, of property consultancy firm Charter Keck Cramer, agrees and
adds that it is these “small-scale developers who are responsible for a
significant supply of affordable new housing in established areas across
Melbourne.” The high application of the Neighbourhood Residential Zone
will decrease the opportunity and viability of this type of small-scale
6	practical matter

Neighbourhood Residential Zone
provides a high level of protection for
neighbourhood character, with height
limits and limited opportunity for increased
residential development.
General Residential Zone
encourages moderate growth and housing
diversity in areas with good access to
services and transport.
Residential Growth Zone
provides for increased housing growth
and density.

illustration by marc martin

development, which will in turn increase our reliance on new supply from
larger apartment projects, particularly in the Central City Region, which
tend to cater towards the needs of investors more so than owner-occupiers.
The problem, according to both Terry and James, is that it is going to
become increasingly difficult to find affordable property in Melbourne.
We are already in a state of constrained supply not meeting demand, and
by cutting off what has thus far been one of the more steady supplies of
new, well-located housing, prices are only going to go up, but supply can’t
respond. By locking down our inner and middle ring suburbs, we are
further entrenching the social and economic divide in our city, pushing
demand for single detached dwellings further towards the fringe, with its
attendants of ever-longer travel times, lack of access to jobs and services
and escalating infrastructure servicing costs.
Exactly what the current state government was thinking in leaving it
to local governments to determine how much new housing to supply in
residential areas – and by implication how our city is to be shaped in the
coming decades – is unclear. It is hoped that the current pause in approvals
is suggestive of a high-level rethink on the wisdom of this approach.
On this point, Sam Nathan, from Charter Keck Cramer states in a
recent report, “policy and industry stakeholders must do more to
understand the tripartite relationship between property (as the delivery
vehicle), town planning and economics to ensure the aspirations of a city
are embedded in strategic policy.” This disconnect between the short-term
political aspirations of the day and the long term needs of the housing
market, he says, threatens to undermine our ability to meet the housing
and lifestyle needs of our growing population.
Strong leadership is required at the state and local government level to
strike a balance between the protection of established residential areas for
existing residents and the encouragement of new and appropriate housing
supply for future residents. The high application of the Neighbourhood
Residential Zone suggests that this leadership is lacking and that decisions
are being made for political expediency rather than in the long term
interests of the city.
practical thought to support you on the road to living small
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Alain de Botton
on Living
Architecture
TEXT BY Eugenia Lim

Alain de Botton is a Zurich-born writer and philosopher now
based in London. His ‘philosophy of everyday life’ covers the
stuff of human existence: love, travel, work, status, architecture
and most recently, religion for atheists. A writer and thinker of
many commitments and convictions, Alain put a few thoughts
to email while in transit to Oz on a book tour.

A room for London – designed by David Kohn Architects in collaboration with Fiona Banner, part of Living Architecture. Photo by Charles Hosea.

A room for London – a one bedroom installation designed by David Kohn Architects in collaboration with Fiona Banner, part of Living Architecture.
Photo by Charles Hosea.

Physical and psychological space for living, reflection
and inspiration is an ongoing theme in your work.
How do these interests play out in your own domestic
setting – what does your own home look and feel like?

You published ‘The Architecture of Happiness’ in 2006
and were named an honorary fellow by the RIBA in
2009. When did you become an architecture lover
and advocate?

I live in a contemporary home, very uncluttered, wide,
open, white. I feel I need this to counterbalance the
chaos and busy-ness of my life. I look in architecture
for values I revere but don’t have enough of in my
day-to-day existence. I have always had a problem with
the nostalgic side of English life, and in my house,
resolutely set myself against it. It’s a house that might
have been built by a Swiss architect in Zurich – it aims
to suggest optimism about the future.

I grew up in Switzerland, a country with an
extraordinarily high level of good, decent architecture:
schools, bus stops, houses are all exemplary. It was a
shock moving to the UK as a boy to see a far inferior
design and construction standard – so what I’m
advocating is a return to what I used to know as a child.

10	assemblAGE

Overall, I believe that architecture
has a huge role to play in altering
our mood.
When we call a chair or a house beautiful, really what
we’re saying is that we like the way of life it’s suggesting
to us… if it was magically turned into a person, we’d like
who it was. It would be convenient if we could remain in
much the same mood wherever we happened to be, in a
cheap motel or a palace (think of how much money we’d
save on redecorating our houses), but unfortunately
we’re highly vulnerable to the coded messages that
emanate from our surroundings. This helps to explain our
passionate feelings towards matters of architecture and
home decoration: these things help to decide who we are.

Of course, architecture can’t on its own always
make us into contented people. One might say that
architecture suggests a mood to us, which we may be
too internally troubled to be able to take up. Its
effectiveness could be compared to the weather: a fine
day can substantially change our state of mind – and
people may be willing to make great sacrifices to be
nearer a sunny climate. Then again, under the weight
of sufficient problems (romantic or professional
confusions, for example), no amount of blue sky,
and not even the greatest building, will be able to
make us smile. Hence the difficulty of trying to raise
architecture into a political priority: it has none of the
unambiguous advantages of clean drinking water or a
safe food supply. And yet it remains vital.

the cultural fabric of cities, covering people and projects
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Many people view architecture either as a luxury or
an ideal, something separate from their daily lives.
Can you talk about the idea of accessible design and
architecture in relation to your work with the Living
Architecture project?
Judging from the success of interior design magazines
and property shows, you might think that the UK
was now as comfortable with good contemporary
architecture as it is with non-native food or music.
But scratch beneath the metropolitan, London-centric
focus, and you quickly discover that Britain remains a
country deeply in love with the old and terrified of the
new. Country hotels compete to tell us how ancient
they are; holiday cottages vaunt that they were already
in existence when Jane Austen was a girl.
A few years ago, I wrote a book about architecture
critical of British nostalgia and low expectations (The
Architecture of Happiness). It got a healthy amount
of attention, on the back of which I was invited to a
stream of conferences about the future of architecture.
But one night, returning from one such conference in
Bristol, I had a dark moment of the soul. I realised that
however pleasing it is to write a book about an issue
one feels passionately about, the truth is that – a few
exceptions aside – books don’t change anything.
The Balancing Barn by MVRDV. Photo courtesy Living Architecture.

I realised that if I cared so much
about architecture, writing was
just a coward’s way out; the real
challenge was to build.

Good hang out – The Balancing Barn by MVRDV. Photo courtesy Living Architecture.

The Shingle House by NORD. Photo by Charles Hosea.
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So on the back of a notepad was born a project
which officially launched two years ago: Living
Architecture (a not-for-profit organisation that puts up
houses around the UK designed by some of the world’s
top architects and makes these available to the public
to rent for holidays throughout the year.) We describe
it as a Landmark Trust for contemporary architecture.
Our dream was to allow people to experience what
it is like to live and sleep in a space designed by an
outstanding architectural practice. While there are
examples of great modern buildings in Britain, they
tend to be in places that one passes through (airports,
museums, offices), and the few modern houses that
exist are almost all in private hands and cannot be
visited. This seriously skews discussions of architecture.
When people declare that they hate modern buildings
they are on the whole speaking not from experience of
homes, but from a distaste of post-war tower blocks or
bland air conditioned offices.
Living Architecture’s houses are deliberately varied.
One of them by the Dutch firm MVRDV hangs
precariously off the edge of a hill in Suffolk. Another
in Thorpeness by the Norwegian architects JVA has
four steel roofs, each of which houses a bedroom and
a bathroom. A third, by the young Scottish practice
NORD is a stark black box in the shadow of
Dungeness nuclear power station. A fourth, by the
legendary Swiss architect Peter Zumthor, is a secular
mini-monastery which aims to bring an ecclesiastical
calm and solemnity to the Devon countryside.
The idea has been to avoid the obvious and to place
houses in locations one hadn’t necessarily ever thought
of holidaying in and to design rooms different from those

the cultural fabric of cities, covering people and projects
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Framed view – The Shingle House by Scottish architects NORD, part of Living Architecture. Photo by Charles Hosea.

that people know from their own homes. We also want
to keep things accessible. Prices start at twenty pounds
per person per night and the buildings themselves,
while always comfortable, are far from grand.
The organisation has an educational mission at its
core, a wish to teach as well as to soothe and relax…
luxurious toileteries in the bathrooms are just a way of
sweetening the pill of learning. We have been criticised
in some quarters for building holiday homes when
there is an overall housing shortage, to which we’d
simply answer that the organisation in fact hopes to
lessen the demand for second homes which places such
pressure on rural economies and the environment.
In the future, we hope to be able to build one new
house every year – and each time, to push the
boundaries of architecture a little more. We want to
build a tower on the Isle of Sheppey, a house for a
modern hermit in the East Anglian fenlands, a low-cost
eco house outside Aberdeen and a cojoined building
for a divorced family in the Yorkshire moors.
For a writer, it was undeniably something of a
challenge to have to become a practical sort of person.
Behind every house lies a seemingly endless procession
of meetings with donors, local authorities, architects,
waste disposal experts and cutlery manufacturers.
The house rental business demands a keen attention to
detail: you won’t get far without an in-depth knowledge
of mattress protectors and the best dog policy (yes, but
not in the bedrooms). Yet there’s fun in the minutiae.
Whatever the pleasures of designing your own home,
it’s perhaps even more satisfying imagining someone
else’s holiday needs, to design their bedside library,
welcome basket and closet.

I wouldn’t have driven this project forward if I didn’t
believe that architecture changes our characters.
We are simply not the same people in whatever room
we are in. For too long in Britain, our buildings have
suggested that the past is the only worthy realm, that
we have to dress in the clothes of yesteryear and that
technology is bad and the future terrifying. Living
Architecture’s houses propose a new vision of the
United Kingdom as a country that is reconciled to
technology, that is no longer painfully in thrall to the
past, that is democratic, tolerant, playful and optimistic.
The salvation of British housing lies in raising
standards of taste. If one considers how rapidly and
overwhelmingly this has been achieved in cooking,
there is much to be optimistic about. Consumers have
learnt to ask probing questions about salt or fat levels
which it wouldn’t have occurred to a previous
generation to raise. With the right guidance, a similar
sensitivity could rapidly be fashioned to the worst
features of domestic buildings. My hope is that a
holiday in a Living Architecture house will, in a modest
but determined way, help to change the debate about
what sort of houses we want to live in.
What is optimism for you?
Optimism is an awareness that life is very short and
therefore that the risks of trying something out are not
as great as the risks of never daring.
Alain de Botton: alaindebotton.com
Living Architecture: living-architecture.co.uk
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Render of Peter Zumthor’s The Secular Retreat, part of Living Architecture. Image courtesy Peter Zumthor.
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Beach vernacular
& Boyd:
Kerstin Thompson
TEXT BY LEON GOH

Australian summer means slow languid days spent at the beach.
On a recent escape to Port Fairy in Victoria, I became enamoured
with beach life and this distinctly relaxed mode of living. On the
topic of how the beach dwelling can influence our way of being,
I spoke to Kerstin Thompson, architect and beach house believer,
on the idea of ‘making do’ with less, and how her own coastal
projects seem to resonate a Robin Boyd-like simplicity.

An ocean vista from within the bastion. House at Big Hill, Kerstin Thompson Architects. Photo by Trevor Mein.

The beach getaway is incredibly enticing. I wanted to
ask you about how you contextualise and design this
kind of built form in your practice?
In terms of our work, design and buildings are all
about ways of living. Beach houses or second houses
are often the way that practices start. It tends to be
quite a common first project, even more than a
renovation. Often the client is likely to give a bit more
latitude and experiment in their non-permanent house.
Once you have done a few of them the differences
between the beach house and the primary house
become more evident. You start to be able to see them
as a survey and think about the different groups that
they fall into. In terms of personal experiences, you
come to the design of a project as an architect with
formal training, the things that you have learnt about
architecture in school, both rationally and intellectually;
but you also bring your own experiences through
childhood. The two converge – almost always aspects of
our buildings register a childhood memory or something
intuitive about a space you’ve previously known.

time. It was very builder-driven of course but it had
surprising clarity to it. Now that I think about it, my
love of the concrete block perhaps stems from that…
memories embedded in the house, a collection of
feelings that are evoked.
Beach houses are so embedded in the Australian
vernacular. You’ve previously talked about the notion
that the beach house represents ‘the coming together for
parallel lives.’ Can you expand upon this idea?
With the beach house or the second house, it’s often
the place where people go to get away with one other
chosen person or family. Or it’s about getting together
with a lot of people. So that sense of the collective
experience and many lives intersecting in one place is
quite central to how these spaces operate.

The Australian beach house is a particular approach to
living and holidaying. Do you have fond memories or
personal experiences that continue to resonate?

The beach house is essentially
about ‘making do’, you don’t design
for every situation, it’s about
people’s behaviour and learning to
adapt to fit the space that you’ve
got and vice versa.

I spent a lot of summers as a child in Merimbula, NSW.
A lot of those summer memories are rooted in that
place. There are certain things that I remember about
the house – my mum and dad built that house and my
father designed it – he was not an architect so it was
entirely do-it-yourself.
They wanted something that felt Mediterranean so
an arched verandah featured. It was a small and very
compact house actually – and it was made out of
concrete block which was a cheap way to build at the

For instance: kids bunking together, fitting as many
into a room as possible; or how the front lawn becomes
an informal gathering, camping place. Similarly, the
notion of a single bathroom – negotiating who’s next
for the shower – is all part of the deal. These adaptive
ideas about beach houses I find really interesting.
I think back to my time at Merimbula again and tasks
like washing the dishes were entirely social. You’d get lost
in conversation during those pursuits, time fades away…
I think there’s something quite important about that.

The dark roof camouflages the house within the surrounding landscape. House at Big Hill. Photo by Trevor Mein.
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Views are captured through picture frame windows. House at Big Hill. Photo by Trevor Mein.

What about this notion of the beach house encouraging a
mode of living or behaving that is the antithesis of living
in an urban environment? Tell us more about your
thoughts on this…

You have a strong sense of flow between ‘insideness’ and ‘outside-ness’ in the Blairgowrie house
whereas with the Big Hill house we recently designed
– partly because it felt more exposed as a site, but also
because it’s more bushfire prone – ideas of mass and
inflammability resonated and were translated into built
form with an interior that was deliberately distinct
from outside. Much more a bastion than a shack.

Urban living is largely about
your day-to-day – ingrained
habits and making your space
fit. Alternatively, your habits fit
your space, but they are definitely
intertwined. I would say that as
soon as people spend a few days
in any space, they start to form
routines and rituals.

I wanted to talk more broadly about Robin Boyd’s
contribution to this vernacular. In a 2009 ‘Monthly
Magazine’ article, Peter Conrad revisits Robin Boyd’s
‘The Australian Ugliness’:
“ Boyd describes an Australian rite of passage in
reverse: our necessary escape into the wider, larger
world is followed by the homecoming, when we look
with newly opened eyes at the place we left and see
for the first time its strangeness, its savagery and its
abstract, inhuman beauty.”

So there might be subtle shifts in how you prepare a
meal in your urban situation; it might be slightly more
makeshift in a secondary house.
If I think of something like light, you would tend to
live around that natural cycle. At Merimbula, the house
had lots of west-facing windows, so I remember this
fantastic time at the end of the day when the table
would be bathed in that glorious golden light. The
golden hour. I used to love just sitting in it. The light
really made you want to be in that space, to make the
most of it. In any other house with a different aspect
you might spend your days differently.
When I think about this, I consider what the beach
house might not have. It’s not the sort of building that
seeks to replicate a city existence, it’s more about what
the house can’t give you… that’s what the beach is
really for. That makes a really big difference: the
building doesn’t have to do it all. Space in a more
modest form – which is my idealised version.

This, I feel, really rings true about the strange beauty of
the landscape. In your experience, how does this inform
choices of materiality?
I think something that I’ve noticed is that good
architecture will always draw out and amplify aspects
of its situation and its place.

I’ve noticed too that things you
might have had a blind spot to may
become clearer when the building
is there. It becomes a way of
heightening your understanding of
place, actually.
For instance, with Big Hill it was once the building
had gone up – which had a lovely dark blackness to its
interior – that it immediately drew out the blackness
in the iron bark trunks. All of a sudden, the forest felt
even more beautiful. And similarly, as soon as you put
a wall in a landscape, shadows start to appear that you
wouldn’t see otherwise. So that relationship between
the built form and place can really draw out things
you may have otherwise missed. Whether in the city
or the bush, it’s the same thing, this amplification of
place by architecture.

Recently I stayed in a beach shack in Port Fairy and was
able to experience beach living with fresh eyes. I feel that
archetypal Australian notions of landscape play a big
part in how beach houses are designed. In your
experience, is this something that you consider when
designing a new beach house?
Yes definitely. What I’ve learnt is that when we first go
to a site, I think one of the key reactions is whether it’s
going to be a shack or whether it’s a more ‘hunker
down’ space… so perhaps there’s a lightweight option
and a heavyweight option – though I’ve never thought
about it as oppositional before. The landscape
definitely informs, whether it’s a minimal form of
shelter where you can feel the elements, like perhaps
the Blairgowrie house, or if it’s more about the refuge,
the bunker or the bastion, an entirely different
relationship to the outside.

the tiered stairwell of Blairgowrie House. Photo by Trevor Mein.
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In your essay ‘Building on the Sublime’, you talk about
your beach house at Big Hill, ‘aligning surface and
structure… offering a purity of form and construction
that exhibits a Boyd-like preference for the reduced over
complexity.’ Is this simplified approach important to
your practice?
the cultural fabric of cities, covering people and projects
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Yes definitely, and I think it’s even more important
because Melbourne’s architectural culture – perhaps
this is a new world tendency – is very ‘additive.’ It’s like
food: you know when you mix a whole lot of cuisines
there’s always one ingredient too many or maybe an
extra step you could have done without. So I think a
lot of local buildings are that way – some of it is not
deliberate and some of it is, in order to mix things up
and create a disjuncture.
Do you think this is particularly a new world approach?
I think so, because there aren’t so many rules. There
isn’t some law that’s been around for 500 years that
circumvents that freedom. I also think probably partly
in reaction to that, as you get more experienced, I feel
you do seek a more synthesised and singular response.
There are some design elements in your beach houses
that to my untrained eye reference some of Boyd’s simple
visual language. Is this something you seek out, or is it a
more instinctive response to the client, site and brief?
Probably a bit of both. Sometimes it’s an unintended
consequence of being in Melbourne and growing up
around certain buildings – these buildings I guess are
recognised as your local legacy. Inevitably that
influences you and similarly there are schools of

thought that you align yourself with and not others. I
think too that some of it is intuitive. So in terms of the
Big Hill house, at the time I wasn’t looking particularly
at Boyd’s work as references except that I knew that
there was an interest in geometry that came out of
Melbourne’s Modernists. It was when the building
was nearly completed that I started think, ‘gosh I can
see a connection in the windows with Jimmy Watson’s
façade’, for instance, realising it was in the back of my
mind without even recognising it.
Or strangely, the feeling of NGV’s Great Hall, the
mass of those walls and the darkness of that space and
the blackness of that ceiling… I realise in retrospect
that there’s a quality to that space that I was trying to
speak to. So it’s a subliminal process until you
recognise the links.
When speaking about your work, you often bring it
back to the ‘act of living’ above anything else. Why do
you think this is so important?

In really simple terms, I believe
that ultimately, we make buildings
to hold life. That’s what they
are for…
well, that’s what I think they are for, and I think we can
lose sight of that so easily. So in that regard, that is the
driver. Making the thing that can hold people, their
things or events – the building should be gently playing
its role and is not the main attraction.
I have since thought that a mistake people can
make is in thinking that a building can provide them
with a life that they don’t actually have. The fact of
the matter is that it can’t. And I think sometimes
architecture is expected to provide a kind of liveliness
through visual articulation or a form of distraction.
It’s quite a hard thing to get around, but I do sense
there’s a pressure for buildings to perform, to be
visually expressive or active as a way to fill in what
might not be there through living. So we try to strive
for the opposite of that. Simplicity or synthesis is what
we seek throughout all of our projects. It’s a hard
thing to explain and achieve, especially in a culture
that it so visual.

But essentially, architecture is
about living, whether it’s a police
station, or a house.
As we move towards greater urbanisation, Australia is
now one of the world’s most urbanised nations. What is
the place for the Aussie beach shack in all this?
Blairgowrie House. Photo by Trevor Mein.
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Blairgowrie House. Photo by Trevor Mein.

The difficulty comes when the pressures of a more urban
way of living are expected by the sea. The building can
then become really bloated, establishing boundaries,
formal rooms etc. and all of a sudden you are right up
next to your neighbours and you enact things that you
were essentially trying to escape from. So I think the
shack has its place, but we need to be mindful about
what’s distinctive about it and not lose that sense.
I wanted to bring it back to a Boyd quote that you
reference in your essay:
“ The object of a design, in architecture as in anything
else, is to say or do the essential thing as simply and
directly and purely as possible”
(page 133, ‘Living in Australia’).
How important do you think this notion of ‘simplicity’
is to design?
Well, putting myself in a more reductivist camp, I do
think that simplicity is important. It’s about an
economy of means, which I think is entirely worthwhile

pursuing. Building is by nature an extravagant and
violent act. It will always be a better thing to not build,
so when architects say that they are building in a
sustainable way, it’s never sustainable on one level…
If you are going to build, then aim to do it in a way
that is careful with its use of things. Consider: ‘have I got
the most out of this element? instead of adding ten
things. Can I make this one detail fit a number of
purposes? I think that’s something that we are interested
in and that’s partly for aesthetic purposes, but there’s
also a bit of pragmatism and economy in that. It’s all of
those things together that I think give it value of a
different kind.
Kerstin Thompson Architects (KTA) was established in 1994 by Kerstin
Thompson. Based in Melbourne, the work of the practice spans
architecture, interiors, landscape and urban design. Projects range from
the intimate and small-scale through to major infrastructure, and are
located across urban, coastal, suburban and rural landscapes. Recent
projects include Marysville and Carrum Downs Police Stations, the Visitors
Centre for the Australian Garden at RBG Cranbourne, Monash University
Museum of Art and Ian Potter Sculpture forecourt. Recent residential
projects include House at Big Hill and Napier Street Housing in Fitzroy.
To view more work by KTA, visit: kerstinthompson.com
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Things revisited:
Henry Wilson
TEXT BY Eugenia Lim
IMAGES BY SUSANNAH WIMBERLEY

Henry Wilson is an old soul. His utilitarian objects riff on the
familiar, long-lasting language of inter-war design. What fuels
his environmentally conscious ethos is not flashy, biodegradable
processes or what he calls ‘beating the green drum.’ Rather, it’s
to design only that which is completely necessary; to use his
head, hands and heart to craft pieces that will outlive him by
many, many lifetimes.

His approach to sustainability is to look at what can
be salvaged and repaired from what is already in
existence; to look to ‘classic’ objects (such as those in
things revisited) as models of design that have stood the
test of time. To Henry, the designs he adapts are already
open, straightforward and simple.

“There’s no trickery, which is often
through design via engineers. It’s
about design through need, not just
form-giving. These are all things
I try to inject into my own work.
Openness and adaptation. The only
reason I can adapt the Anglepoise
lamp or Wassily chair is because
they are sort of ‘nuts and bolts’
pieces. And you can repair this kind
of design. Which is another big
component of my work. Either you
make it so well it never breaks or
you make it so it’s easily repaired.”

In the fairly fickle and trend-conscious world of design,
Sydney-based Henry Wilson has managed to forge
a reputation for sturdy, no-nonsense craftsmanship.
Timelessness and pared-back resolve – an elegance
borne out of design for necessity and longevity, not
planned obsolescence. His pieces are revisited,
remixed and re-designed takes on existing, but
perhaps previously outmoded objects. In Henry’s
work, authorship is blurred, but not the integrity
of his design. His things revisited series includes
reworkings of ‘classic’ pieces such as the Anglepoise
lamp, a vegetable-tan leather cover for the TOLIX
chair, and a ‘hacked’ update of the Wassily chair.
According to Henry’s less-is-more philosophy, he
begins each new project only after it’s passed his own
strict ‘design ethic’ checklist, which includes these
questions: will it last or outlive its owner? Is it honestly
resolved and therefore beautiful? Does the world
actually need this object, or does something already
exist that better serves this function?

“Inspiration with the lost analogue
world. Things that have been
made redundant or cast aside
for whatever reason… yet they
may hold answers to modern day
problems. Industrial connections,
industry and military… here design
needs to function, absolutely. It’s
a design process that has to exist.
There’s no authorship to it… it’s
just the way it has to be. I find that
very interesting.”

Scouring hard rubbish, tips and junkyards is where
Henry gleans the most inspiration and the blueprints
for his designs.
26	assemblAGE
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In 2011, Henry won the Bombay Sapphire Design
Discovery Award (a prestigious mantle and the most
sought-after design-nod in Australia) with the A-joint,
a sand-cast joinery system made from reclaimed
metals, “almost indestructable” (says Wilson) that can
be used in countless configurations and forms, from
tables to workstands, stools to temporary shelters.

“The A-joint in particular I’m
confident to say has a lifetime
warrantee. You couldn’t break it
and believe me, I’ve tried! Also,
in my work, I try to keep stylistic
embellishments out of it. The fact
that each piece has got a utility
component to it, it’s hard to attribute
it to a specific time. Each object is
boiled down to what it is… there’s
nothing that can date the object. I
try to do that with my pieces.”

In 2012, Henry secured the top spot in the inaugural
SOYA Craft and Object Design award category, which
includes a mentorship with Australian expat superstar
designer Marc Newson. Newson is world-renown for his
fluid, futuristic and luxurious pieces – think the bulbous
Lockheed Lounge or the curvy Ford 021C Concept Car.
A doyen of the international design world, Newson’s
products, interiors and transport designs appear to strive
for new, ever-more shapes and typologies rather than
simplify, improve or refine existing ones. Henry’s recent
trip to London was in part to meet the man himself; a
meeting that hasn’t yet eventuated as Newson’s office
cancelled at the last minute. At the time of writing, a
meeting was ‘booked in’ for December 2013, when
Newson planned to visit his extended family in Sydney
for Christmas. There appear to be glaring differences
between Newson’s bravura and Wilson’s quiet, ‘tread
lightly’ ethos. It makes one curious to see how the
mentorship will work out – which way the knowledge
might flow if given the chance.
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In 2002–05, Henry studied under craftsman, author and
curator Dr. Rodney Hayward (who continues to be a
mentor and collaborator) at the ANU’s School of Art,

“probably one of the last schools
in the world that has a focus on
‘the making’ aspect. I studied
woodwork and essentially, it was
all about putting wood pieces
together. Something designing
itself – I was first introduced to this
idea with Rodney. One of our first
projects was to design sawhorses.
A seemingly simple task, but what
goes into making them is myriad.
Each step is tantalisingly close to
the next step. Once you start, you
can see the end in sight and you
are burning to get back to it, like a
really good book.”
After graduating, Henry journeyed to the Design
Academy Eindhoven, Netherlands, to study a Man
+ Humanity Masters in Design.

“In the 90s and early 2000s, there
was a big rush or trend towards a
kind of ‘jokey’ design, a la Droog.
In a way, this course was a counter
to that, to see what design can do.”

On the morning we spoke by phone, Henry was in one
of his self-styled shipping containers at his studio and
workshop in Rozelle, surrounded by neighbouring boat
builders and resourceful types. While he has gained
sought-after distribution through reputable local and
international distributors such as Matter in New York,
Australia’s Corporate Culture and the international
design community Svpply; and exposure through his
industry awards, he has managed to buck the usual
emphasis on commercialisation, marketing and ‘brand.’

“There’s this typical format: make
an object and then somehow,
somewhere, it gets seen by the
creative director of a major label.
And then you’re taken up. You’re
given this kind of nod. You get
wrapped up in this thing. It’s a
cycle… you only get time to reflect
if and when you’re big enough.
You see that in really established
designers like Jasper Morrison
Also, there’s a lot of independents
out there making a lot of stuff…
you can either have a ‘this is
incredible’, or ‘this is terrifying,
how am I going to make it in this
world?’ attitude.”
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Upon returning to Sydney and setting up his studio in
2010, Henry continues to navigate the “rat race” system
of the contemporary design world without losing his
standards or his head. Key champions of Henry’s
straightforward, rational approach to sustainability are
Liane Rossler and Sarah King of supercyclers who
early on recognised the integrated nature of recycling,
reuse and care in Henry’s design. While supercyclers
is not a formal alliance, its members share a common
approach to environmental sensibility and sensitivity
in their varied design work across food, publishing,
product design and ways of living.
A current project of Henry’s is the vide-poche
(“empty pockets” in French) coin dish, sand-cast out
of bronze and aluminium. The idea for vide-poche grew
out of a conversation Henry had with a lawyer friend
who was working on pro-bono human rights cases,
about how professional skills can be used for greater
good. After some pondering, Henry came up with the
idea of the coin dish, a receptacle that can be placed on
a desk or hallway table, for the contents of pockets:

keys, coins, cash. Thirty percent of the profits from the
sale of vide-poche will go to Amnesty International – a
reminder of what you possess, what you might be able
to part with, or be lucky enough to share.
On what he would like his legacy to be, Henry hopes
his objects will serve their function

“well past my lifetime. That they’ll
continue to adapt and create and
give people a bit of enjoyment.
I’m not trying to save the world
at all with my design, it’s just
about engaging people, creating
awareness about how things are
made and made to last.”
To view more of Henry’s work, visit henrywilson.com
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James Geer is a much sought-after photographer whose love of
sunshine and beauty has seen him travel the world, shooting
pictures for publications and brands such as Monocle, Habitus,
Gourmet Traveller, Levis and HermÈs (just to name a few!). He has a
real eye for portraiture and some of his more famous sitters have
included Geoffrey Rush, Kimbra, Julia DeVille and Rose Byrne.
After a stint in graphic design, Melbourne-born and raised James
Geer left for the bright lights of New York, cutting his teeth as a
photographer while assisting and shooting fashion and editorial
campaigns. Since then, his true passion has been capturing the everevolving “Australian lifestyle”, although most recently, James’ work
has seen him lead a somewhat nomadic existence. In 2012, James packed
up his young family and a few cameras, bound for Italy, France and
Spain. On assignment for both European and Australian magazines,
he spent the year scouting for inspiration – personal narratives and
characters he could capture with his sharp, graphic style. Laurent
Lafolie is one such character, a French photographer based in the
small town of Salies-de-Bearn. There’s a real “out-of-timeness” about
Laurent’s process, crossing eras and analogue/digital techniques,
as James discovered when he spent a number of days photographing
Laurent. James was living in the township at the time and one day he
knocked on Laurent’s door and asked if he could take his picture. As
James recalls,

Laurent Lafolie
Photography by James Geer
Text by Assemble Papers

	“I recently had the pleasure of hanging out with a truly inspiring
photographer. Laurent Lafolie is a master printer using one of
the first photographic printing techniques invented known as
platinum-palladium printing. I have shot film for the first time
in ages since hanging out with Laurent. Meeting him rekindled a
spark for me, he reminded me of the magic of the photographic
process. He was extremely generous (not to mention trusting) in
showing me his process. Lafolie combines these age-old printing
techniques with hi-resolution scans, inkjet negative printers
and Photoshop. Which kind of suits his 17th century studio that is
covered in 1960s wallpaper.”

text
by eugenia lim
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photography
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One of our favourite small footprint residential projects in
Melbourne is the Law Street House, lovingly built by the hands of
owner-architects Bruno Mendes and Amy Muir of Muir Mendes.
A poker-faced plate steel façade conceals the second storey
within a cleverly angled roof pitch. Overall the effect is clean and
contemporary while retaining the quintessential ‘houseness’ of
the site’s former Victorian worker’s cottage.

As a fundamentally collaborative profession, balancing the interests and desires of so many cooks (clients,
builders, planners, financiers and neighbours, just to mention a few), architects can often feel a sense of
detachment or loss of control once the construction phase begins (arguably earlier in some cases). The desire
to construct using “one’s own hands” was the guiding principle behind Law Street for Bruno and Amy. Reflecting
on the process, Amy says, “the house was always regarded as a project that would accelerate our education as
architects. It provided a platform for experimentation and more importantly, the outcome was only to be
compromised by our own limitations. Getting our hands dirty was very important. The immediate connection
behind hand and mind is fundamental to creating and this is what we sought in setting about building the house.”
Working with Bruno’s father, Mendes senior, was also an integral part of the Law Street story. Joe Mendes
manages steel fabrication for a large construction company. As the third link in the project team, Joe brought
a wealth of experience and attention to detail to the build, offsetting the slower work of the novice builders.
“Bruno and his father are very close and it was wonderful to watch them work together. Joe would constantly
amaze us. His lateral, problem-solving brain never failed. He is a perfectionist and effectively mentored us through
the build. There were times when Bruno and I would spend an entire 12-hour day trying to erect some scaffolding
and would leave exhausted but proud that we had done a good job. The next morning, we would return to site only
to discover that Joe, the perfectionist guardian angel, had made an early morning visit to adjust our handy work.
We were constantly trying and then undoing and then finally getting it right.”
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Given Joe’s line of work, steel was the obvious choice for the build, one that would allow for informed
experimentation, built on an intimate understanding of steel’s responsiveness and materiality. “The site is also
prone to severe termite damage and therefore it became an obvious choice of material to overcome this issue.
The plate steel façade is very much in response to what we refer to as a condition of blankness. We were keen for
the house to be recessive within the street. Mimicking the form of the site’s former cottage became a mechanism
for simplification and to address the nuisances of the typical workman’s cottage.”
Set in a narrow South Melbourne street, flanked on three sides by a rear property, a two-storey ivy-clad modernist
red brick house and an ornamented timber cottage, Law Street became a “fourth little pig” – access to natural
light and views became paramount in the new design. The house was built on a 93m2 site (over two levels its total
footprint is 115m2) over three and a half years on weekends while Bruno and Amy worked full time as architects
(prior to establishing Muir Mendes). This limitation formed the construction program and associated cash flow
for the project.
standout architecture and design for compact living and small spaces
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When asked about the level of morale over this extended period, Amy
recalls swinging between “two extremes”. On the one hand, the couple
were energised, spending two days of the week outdoors, “getting our
hands dirty, which is very liberating.” On the flipside, morale
understandably dropped when there were setbacks or when an entire
weekend was spent progressing a small component of the build, only to
step back and see it had “barely made a dent”. “About half way through the
process we felt like we couldn’t go on and that we might need to engage a
builder. However, this passed after about a month and we became even
more resolute about the fact that we wanted to be responsible for the
construction and the finishing of the project.”
A ‘draw bridge’ to the front window provides privacy while directing light to
the front bedroom, a subtle hint at the lives lived behind the steely façade.
Entering the house, walking down the double height corridor, one’s gaze is
directed through the full-length skylight to a framed view of an existing
palm tree. The sky is invited in – here, the traditionally poky workers’
cottage corridor is inverted, encouraging maximum natural light indoors
while offering a sense of space and expansiveness in an otherwise compact
site. The crisp white interior displays shifting light patternations from dawn
to dusk. A memory of the original lean-to roof lines ripple across the
underside of the first floor, defining the ‘section’ of the house.
After three years so far living at Law Street, how does Amy and Bruno’s
daily experience of the home compare to their architectural intentions?
“The house was very much designed for Bruno and I and we still really
enjoy the spatial qualities. We still get very excited when there is a full
moon and the walls are patterned with camouflage netting shadows.
However, we have realised that we are desperate to live in a more robust
space! No more plasterboard for us!”
Many thanks to Amy Muir. To view more work by Muir Mendes, visit: muirmendes.com
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Carrer Avinyó is a ‘piano nobile’ apartment in Barcelona’s Barrio
Gotico neighbourhood, designed by London-based practice David
Kohn Architects. It is a true homage to its surrounds, referencing
the triangular forms of the building and the nearby public Plaça,
and at only 90m² it demonstrates exactly how to beautifully and
intelligently rise to the challenge of a small space. In short, we are
smitten, and we will be pulling out all the stops to earn a holiday
invitation from the two brothers who own it.

The apartment is housed in a Flat Iron-like building, situated between diagonally intersecting
laneways in Barcelona’s historic Gothic Quarter. The shape of the building makes for an
interesting triangular floor plan which DKA sought to highlight and celebrate. Project
architect Saya Hakamata explains, “the apartment’s shape takes the pattern of adjacent streets.
This corner of the room was hidden in the existing layout and we tried to reveal it by removing
all partition walls.” Striking a balance between the features they set about to retain and the
contemporary elements introduced was about “carefully selecting what is important and what
is not” – in essence employing a “less is more” approach. As a result, Carrer Avinyó neatly
combines old and new.
48
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A key feature of the apartment is an exquisite geometrically tiled floor that matches the triangular shape of the
space, and draws upon the tessellated pattern of the nearby Plaça George Orwell. From one side of the apartment
to the other, the tiles gradually change in colour from red to green – loosely sectioning off the quarters of each
brother, and inviting occupants to gather in the centre where colours blend.
In order to produce the tiles, DKA collaborated with local tile-makers Mosaics Marti who were Gaudi’s tile suppliers
and have a century-long association with traditional hydraulic tile paving. The gradient, says Hakamata, was just “one
little addition to [the] traditional tile-making process… whether we add gradient or not, in the process of making
hydraulic tiles, one person pours all different colours anyway.” Describing how the design was devised, Hakamata
says, “a large triangle tile consists of 25 little triangles. We started with all green (light green and dark green). We
replaced one light green with light red until [the tile] become[s] all light greens and light reds. Then we replaced dark
green with dark red. This gives us 26 colour variations. Within each colour variation each colour is randomly poured
to achieve maximum variation.”
standout architecture and design for compact living and small spaces
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The apartment’s gloriously high ceiling and huge windows enabled a mezzanine level, where custom book cases
turned into balconies on both ends. In order to release the central space for shared living, the bedrooms are stacked
at the perimeter. These rooms are housed within large pieces of furniture, which evoke the forms of the city beyond
the apartment. Hakamata says, “Because the apartment was located at the corner of the Gothic Quarter, also
because of its proportion and size, it resembled a city and felt natural to introduce a small building within.”

Creating a sense of magic was fundamental to the brief. The apartment is the holiday home of two brothers,
originally from Barcelona but now living and working overseas. The previous layout stifled entertainment with
a series of small rooms that were antithetical to social gathering. DKA re-established the apartment as a space
of leisure, a meeting point, a place for entertainment – creating an open-plan living space which is unusual to
apartments in the area, centring upon a large custom-designed dining table.
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There is a synergy between this project and DKA’s A Room for London installation for Living Architecture,
created in collaboration with artist Fiona Banner – a boat that appeared to be precariously beached atop Queen
Elizabeth Hall at Southbank Centre, looking out over the Thames. Similarly, Carrer Avinyó’s bedrooms and
balconies have a nautical quality to them, suggesting cabins and prows respectively. Hakamata says “it is quite
natural that [our] projects influence each other.”
Carrer Avinyó won World Interior of the Year 2013 at the Inside Awards. Many thanks to Saya Hakamata.
To view more work by David Kohn Architects visit: davidkohn.co.uk
standout architecture and design for compact living and small spaces
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TEXT BY GEORGIA NOWAK

Photographs of the long studio
by Bent Rene Synnevåg and of
artist-in-residence lucy lawlak
by Steffen Jagenburg.

fogo
island
studios

This is the first in four instalments in a bumper Less is More
feature on Saunders Architecture’s striking Fogo Island
artist studios. Georgia Nowak profiles this unique project,
nestled in the windswept and jagged landscape of the remote
Newfoundland region of Canada. The four studios blend
Saunders’ strong contemporary design nous with a highly
localised sensitivity and respect for the land. After all, Todd
Saunders is a born and bred Newfoundlander.

Long Studio
Inside Area: 130.8 m2
Total Footprint: 211.2 m2
Completed: 2010
The Long Studio is the first and largest
of the studios in the collection.

“I took the Long Studio and used it as a test run. We didn’t
know how good the engineers were; we didn’t know how the
builders were. When we started building, it was like… Bang!
It went so well. I knew after this one was up and going,
the rest would be good.” – Todd Saunders

Now based in Norway, Todd Saunders founded Saunders Architecture in Bergen in 1998.
With a focus on experimentation with building methods and materials, as well as an emphasis
on traditional craftsmanship, Saunders Architecture works on small and larger-scale projects
across Norway, England, Denmark, Italy, Sweden and Canada. The studio methodology is
based on the notion that architecture must play a central role in creating place and connection
to the local context, using form, materials and texture to evoke and inspire memory and
human interaction.
standout architecture and design for compact living and small spaces
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Todd got the call to action and initial design brief from Zita Cobb (the wealthy philanthropist
behind Shorefast Foundation) while he was paddling his kayak on one of Bergen’s many
famous fjords. According to Todd, Zita was drawn to investing in the culture and future of
Fogo Island – the place where she grew up – after witnessing the collapse of the traditional
cod fishery and the simultaneous flight of the community’s young people who were leaving to
seek opportunities elsewhere. Cobb believed that money disappeared, whereas culture stayed.
Instead of investing in an industrial-scale profit-turning venture, she devised plans for a
foundation that would both draw visitors to the island while giving locals a reason to stay.
Todd recalls, “[Zita] wanted to find a local architect for the project and when she read an article
about me in a Canadian newspaper – that I grew up in Newfoundland – she knew it was me!”

A residency in the Fogo Island art studios is a coveted placement. Artists gain the opportunity to
live and work in contemporary architecture in a remote and dramatic landscape. Established by
the Shorefast Foundation in 2010, not only have the studios brought world-renowned artists to
the island, they have also attracted tourists and architectural enthusiasts who flock to see an
island transformed through one woman’s foresight for change and an architect’s vision to design
“ever so softly” on the landscape.

Cobb established the charitable Shorefast Foundation to foster cultural and economic resilience
for Fogo Island and neighbouring Change Island. A key Shorefast project is Fogo Island Arts, a
residency-based contemporary art foundation that attracts global artists, designers, filmmakers,
writers, musicians, curators and thinkers to a tiny island off the coast of Newfoundland, Canada.
Artists are selected through a rigorous selection process for self-directed residencies, exhibitions
and publication opportunities with international imprints such as Sternberg Press (Germany)
and public institutions. The residencies and artistic programs through Fogo Island Arts are part
of a larger social-enterprise model aimed at supporting the Fogo Island Inn, local tourism and
the continued practices of local crafts and cultural traditions.

Canadian-born, Norway-based architect Todd Saunders worked on a master plan for the island
where a series of art studios (currently, four have been completed) and an inn would connect
with the existing small community of 2500 people, reigniting their traditional craft history. The
community was involved in selecting sites, as well as providing local skilled labour for the
construction of the new buildings. Saunders describes the design of the studios as “strange
yet familiar”. There was no existing precedent for his studio designs to draw from. Yet, Fogo
Island already boasted a strong commonality of building techniques and materials and
Saunders was eager to retain this language. His studios are “strange, bird-like forms, but at the
same time, they use very familiar building materials. The same wood, nails, joins, scale, paint.”
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Three of the studios are oriented towards the sea and one overlooks an inland pond. All are
elevated above the ground, not only to provide superior views but also to allow the forceful
winds to move underneath the building rather than hitting the walls straight on.
The Long Studio’s three different spaces each reflect the seasons when artists occupy the space
(all bar winter). An open but covered area is the entry point that marks the arrival of spring;
the central space is open and exposed, offering spectacular views during long summer days,
while the far end and main body of the studio is fully enclosed and protected. This main
space offers large framed views, maximising daylight, yet providing an opportunity to connect
with nature when and if the weather forces one indoors.
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The spine of the studio houses all amenities, including mechanical
equipment, storage areas, water tank, compost toilet, shower, kitchenette,
wood burning stove and a ladder that leads to the elevated sleeping loft. All
artists-in-residence live in traditional housing in the communities adjacent
to the studios; this allows for a greater connection to the local residents.
Many thanks to Todd Saunders and to Jack Stanley at Fogo Island Arts. To view more of Saunders
Architecture’s work, visit: saunders.no and to find out more about Fogo Island Arts (including how
to apply for one of these phenomenal artist residencies!) visit: fogoislandarts.ca

visit assemblepapers.com.au
to read the next three installments
in the series.
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The
movement
of
the crowd
Photography by Rafaela Pandolfini
Text by Assemble Papers

Photographer Rafaela Pandolfini naturally looks to the movement
of the crowd in places where people are preoccupied with
carrying out contemporary rituals. Art openings, parties, clubs,
the beach and the park. Her interest is in the way people move
together or alone, their shapes and patterns against vast or
modest backgrounds. Their objects, their dress, and what they
use and discard.
In July 2013, Rafaela and her young family made the pilgrimage to Venice
to experience the oldest event on the international contemporary
visual art calendar, the 55th Venice Biennale. Here she shares her
images from Venice: focusing on the Biennale through its audience
and photographing the movement of the crowd.
	“What I love is the moment when the viewer is so engrossed by
what they are seeing and experiencing that they become physically
immersed, bodies leaning in or away, perhaps fidgeting or standing
completely still. Lost in an idea or image, oblivious to anyone else
around. This is often fleeting in a busy exhibition space – someone
usually brushes past, interrupting their connection with the
work. Witnessing these (most likely) unintentional emotional
reactions gave me an insight into the meaning and reading of
certain works.”

LIVING NOT DECORATING PHOTOGRAPHY BY OLGA BENNETT | TEXT BY ASSEMBLE PAPERS

Dan, Paul, Eike: Midcity mountain cabin
Dan Honey and Paul Fuog are Melbourne design luminaries. Dan is one third of Office for
Good Design, curating and producing some of the most interesting design programming
in Australia, while Paul co-helms design studio U-P. Last year they conducted Field
Experiments, an ongoing cross-cultural project that explores traditional crafts
around the world by engaging in collaborative making with local craftspeople. Together
with their young daughter Eike, they live in a Clare Cousins-designed apartment in
Melbourne’s iconic Bible House building. Olga Bennett visits them at home.
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LIVING NOT DECORATING PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL BARBERA | TEXT BY ASSEMBLE PAPERS

Shantell: go home,
come home
Shantell Martin was once an itinerant artist – now you could say the world is her
home. After five years in Japan, the Londoner now lives in an illustrated bedroom oasis;
its walls adorned with her own drawings, in Brooklyn’s Bedford-Stuyvesant. From
performing in underground clubs in Tokyo to being featured in the New York Times, the
New Yorker and TED, Shantell is in demand – an international star on the rise. Fellow
seasoned traveller Paul Barbera makes a home visit.
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environment TEXT & photography by EUGENIA LIM

The barometry of
bees: Melbourne City
Rooftop Honey
The story of bees is also the story of food security and ultimately, our future. Two people
who’ve recognised the importance of the humble honey bee are Vanessa Kwiatkowski
and Mat Lumalasi of Melbourne City Rooftop Honey, a beekeeping project that sites hives
on rooftops and gardens across the city. Here, the duo speak bee health and proactive
sustainability with Eugenia.

As you enjoy your daily grub,
consider that every third mouthful is
brought to you by the hardworking
honey bee. Apis Mellifera (the
European honey bee) is the world’s
best pollinator (in part, because she
is so wonderfully hairy) and directly
contributes to around 65% of our
food production nationally, worth
over 2 billion dollars annually to
Australian agriculture. Without her,
you’d have to wave goodbye to
apples, almonds, pumpkins and other
commercially produced foods that
are 100% dependent on honey bee
pollination. For everyone (except my
little nephew who ‘doesn’t do’ fruit or
veggies as a rule), going bee-less is a
terrifying concept. Yet, with the triple
74

threat of Varroa mite, colony collapse
disorder and the by-products of
modern
industrial
agriculture
(pesticides, ‘monocultural’ planting
and genetically modified crops), we
are much too close for comfort to a
world without honey bees. A world
without bees would lead to significant
food shortages, which could spell the
end for us homo sapiens.
Vanessa Kwiatkowski and Mat
Lumalasi are the founders of
Melbourne City Rooftop Honey, an
urban beekeeping project. At first,
Vanessa and Mat kept bees as a
hobby. Mat recalls that it was almost
chickens, but “then we brought bees
into the equation. We thought they’d
be a little neater and quieter. So we
ENVIRONMENT

did a course and got a bee hive and
just fell in love with bees… it becomes
really quite mesmerising and
meditative.” A few bee facts: worker
bees are all female – ladies bring
home the bacon (in this case, the
pollen) and build, clean and maintain
the hives; male bees are called drones
– to put it bluntly, they live to service
a queen – once the deed is done, they
die; at peak season, queen bees can
lay around 2000–2500 eggs per day.
Vanessa and Mat have cared for
millions upon millions of bees.
Currently ‘parenting’ around 50
hives across Melbourne, and with a
bee count of around 60,000 per hive,
there’s “a lot of kids to look after”,
says Mat. Vanessa agrees that bees
“are like pets. You can’t just leave
them, you have to actually manage
them, work them. Studies have
shown that they recognize faces.
They’re driven on pheromones, so
they can smell you. They can see you
— it’s a different kind of vision than
what we have, but it all helps with
familiarity.
There’s
an
old
beekeeping thing that says if you
don’t talk to your bees, it’s bad luck.”
Each hive has its own distinctive
‘personality.’ On the afternoon I
spent following Mat and Vanessa,
we visited two hives in Northcote.
One, at the Northcote Community
Gardens, was home to a blonde,
“chilled out” colony (“we call them
the Swedish bees”, said Vanessa); the
other, at the kitchen garden of the
Aylesbury chef Jesse Gerner, had a
more feisty temperament – hive

maintenance had to be speedier so
as not to risk a quick sting.
Vanessa and Mat care for their
bees using natural methods,
eschewing commercial practices for
a free-range and localised approach.
As Mat explains, “we need to look
after our bees and realise how
important they are, rather than
viewing them as just a tool for
making honey. We need to show
them the respect they deserve and
start to change the way in which we
look after them.” Unlike most
commercial operations, Vanessa
and Mat do not feed their bees
sugar syrup as a general rule,
making sure not to ‘over-rob’ honey
stores, ensuring their bees are selfsufficient throughout winter and all
seasons. As Vanessa explains,
“imagine you’ve collected all this
nectar and pollen and stuff and then
you get robbed and you’re stuck all
winter drinking sugar syrup.” Both
agree that too much sugar syrup is
“like fast food for bees. Like having
McDonald’s all winter.”
Raising bees is not all milk and
honey – there’s a sobering importance
to the work of Melbourne City
Rooftop Honey. As Mat surmises,
“without bees, humans would cease
to exist after some time.” Australia
remains the last country in the world
with ‘clean bees’ – bees not yet
infected by the deadly Varroa
Destructor mite (a vampiric parasite
that lives on infected honey bees and
reproduces in bee larvae within bee
colonies). Dr. Denis Anderson is a
CSIRO entomologist and world bee
specialist who first identified the
Varroa Destructor mite. Only highly
toxic chemicals can treat Varroa
infestation, but because of its tenacity,
Varroa is now immune to a growing
list of chemical treatments. As an
island, Australia has been somewhat
protected from the spread of Varroa.
However, being girt by sea has not
saved New Zealand from Varroa,
which spread to its shores last decade,
continuing to decimate its honey bee
colonies. More recently, Varroa
Jacobsoni (a different strain to

Destructor that lives benignly on
Asian bees) was identified by Dr.
Anderson in Papua New Guinea in
2008. Like Varroa Destructor, Varroa
Jacobsoni has also mutated and
adapted to ‘jump species’ from the
Asian to the European honey bee.
Dr. Anderson believes it’s only a
matter of time before Varroa hits our
shores, despite our strict quarantine
laws. As Vanessa notes, “Australia is a
huge mass – it’s hard to control every
single point of entry into the country.
Realistically, if we get Varroa mite it
will come via a shipping container of
some sort.” The recent Asian bee
incursion in Cairns began with a
rogue hive in the mast of a ship.

Through the Rooftop Honey
project, the duo hope to place
beehives on rooftops or gardens
throughout the city and every suburb
of Melbourne, raising awareness in
the wider community about food
security, food miles and provenance
as well as the protection of
biodiversity in the environment.
According to Mat and Vanessa,
healthy, well-managed hives will give
us the best chance to combat and
repopulate depleted honey bees,
should Varroa hit our shores.
Once Vanessa and Mat site a
hive in its new home (through their
‘Sponsor a Hive’ or ‘Adopt a Hive’
initiative), it stays put. Instead of
blending honeys, “each hive stays
separate,” says Vanessa, “which
involves a little bit more work, but I
think in the long run, it’s better –
people get to be able to have their
own local honey and each site gets
excited at the fact that their honey
is different from, you know, another
suburb away.” It turns out that
Heidelberg is quite “minty”, with

lots of eucalypts and red gums while
Alphington is big on yellow box. In
the city itself, there is a “strong
heaviness” to the honey, while South
Melbourne, in contrast, tastes light,
grassy and “really green”. St Kilda is
“sweet”, Prahran is “citrusy” and
Ascot Vale tastes like Turkish
delight. Urban bees have a richer
and more biodiverse diet than their
country counterparts (who, due to
industrial agriculture, are more
likely to have a monocultural diet)
and this is reflected in the wide
palette of flavours in Vanessa and
Mat’s various honeys.
Urban beekeeping culture is
thriving in cities like New York, Paris
and throughout the UK and Mat and
Vanessa are keen to travel to ‘talk
bees.’ “We always want to be
proactive”, says Vanessa, “rather than
make up for something later on”,
agrees Mat. While travel may be a
while off yet – the project is still run
on love rather than money – Vanessa
and Mat will continue to focus on
awareness and education. “Half of
our hives didn’t make any honey this
year and that’s fine – it’s not about
that, it’s about maintaining healthy
bees. Having honey is a by-product of
healthy bees.” Since they first
developed an interest in bees, they
have found an ally and mentor in (a
fantastically named) apiarist, Helmut
Huber, “an Austrian fellow” Not a
week goes by without a meeting with
Helmut and the pair consider him to
be their own personal font of bee
knowledge. I tell them his role with
the Victorian Beekeepers Club –
Swarm Coordinator – is the best job
title I’ve ever heard. Beekeepers
have a reputation for being an
eccentric bunch and the duo want to
keep building their knowledge from
those around them. “There’s a lot of
wisdom in beekeepers, and there’s an
old saying – if you ask three
beekeepers the same question, you’ll
get four answers, and all of them
are right.”
For more information about melbourne city
rooftop honey visit: rooftop-honey.myshopify.com
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back to the future TEXT & photography by henrrieta zeffert

Sonsa of Smith Street
few businesses on smith Street (in Melbourne’s inner city Collingwood) can boast
thirty years of trading, and even fewer the status of a legend. As the neighbourhood
trades in much of its grit and some of its charm, family-owned Sonsa Foods continues
to prosper and provide for locals. Henrietta Zeffert visits before and after the shop’s
relocation to find out what changes and what remains the same.

What do you sell?
Everything! Fruit, vegetables, Turkish
bread, sweets, nuts, cheeses, yoghurt,
dips, coffee, dry goods, spices, meat,
honey, beans, pickles, dried fruit…
Who shops here?
Our customers are mainly locals.
The migrants from the commission
flats come for foods they can’t get
anywhere else. Then there are the
professionals who live nearby in the
apartments and houses. We also
supply local restaurants.
What is the best part of your job?
Going to the market at 4am and
buying nice fruit and vegetables.
Selling things cheaper than
Woolworths makes me happy –
bananas for 99 cents rather than
$2.99. I like chatting with my
customers and giving lollies to kids.

Sonsa Foods first opened their
Turkish supermarket in 1983 – the
year of my birth. Quite fortuitous,
considering how much of their
amazing hummus I would go on to
consume. Sonsa is known and loved
not only by locals but also, as I
discovered, by people who return to
shop there long after they’ve moved
from the area. Last year, Sonsa
relocated to bigger and shinier
premises almost directly opposite
commercial giant Woolworths. Sonsa
seems more buoyant than ever: a
local business thriving in quiet
defiance of the gentrification and
high priced real estate that now
defines much of Collingwood and
Fitzroy. I sat down with Salih, the
scion of the family business, on the
street outside the shop one Sunday
morning to capture this moment in
Smith Street’s history, and to hear

about the making of a legend.
Tell me how Sonsa Foods began.
First we were on the other side of
the street, underneath what is now
the Copacabana. In the early 1990s
we moved to Stanley Street,
Collingwood, and operated an
importing/exporting business for
Turkish foods. In 2000, we opened
a Turkish supermarket at 152
Smith Street. In 2012 we relocated
here, 216-18 Smith Street. This
shop is bigger and we have
expanded our range.
Who works here?
It’s a family business, but we have
others who work for us too. There is
me, my brother and his son, and
sometimes my daughter works in
the juice bar.
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Is there anything you don’t like
about your job?
When people steal from the fruit
and vegetable stand out the front. I
catch them and tell them, next time,
ask me and I will give it to you. Then
when they ask for one banana, I
give them two. Then they are okay.
It is the best way to deal with them.
You’ve been on Smith Street a long
time. Do you think it is changing?
Yes. Smith Street is better now. But in
1983, this was the best time. At 11am
every day, all of the migrant families
would be out on the streets, walking,
shopping. But then there were drugs.
Now, the migrant families have left.
There are lots of single professionals.
Most just want to go to coffee shops.

Why do people come to your
supermarket rather than go elsewhere?
People like us. Our prices are good.
We care about our customers. We
are like family to them. When they
don’t have enough change, we say
no worries, you can pay me back
next time. Woolworths doesn’t treat
people like that. Local families tell
their children to wait at Sonsa until
5pm when they get picked up. We
look after the children. Recently I
was queuing to get into a club and
when I got to the top of the queue,
the woman said to me, you don’t
need to pay, you have looked after
me in your shop for many years.
When I tried to buy a drink at the
bar, they said, you don’t need to pay,
you have looked after us.
The first thing I noticed when I visited
the family in their new shop was how
brightly lit the place is, spacious and
professional. The shop is stocked with
a colourful abundance of packages
and boxes and tins. The fruit and
vegetables somehow look more
chipper, the juice bar has a dedicated
space, and now there are proper
checkouts. There is a jovial mood,
and a real sense of community – when
I was there, Salih’s nephew Mustafa
started handing out bottles of juice
and water to shoppers to beat the
February heat. Salih seems more
magisterial these days, even when he’s
smoking out the front. And yet, many
things stay comfortingly the same.
The smiling staff, the specials scrawled
on butcher’s paper, the old panel van
parked out the front, the drums of oil
lining the walls, and that hummus.
Last year, Sonsa advertised their
relocation with a message to customers
that I think expresses what makes this
place a legend of Smith Street:
“Sonsa Foods – ordinary people
doing an extraordinary job.”

we celebrate the establishments that have stood the test of time
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home made TEXT & photography by Giuseppe (Pino) Demaio

String Garden
by Pop Plant
Andy (Maxi) Walker & Gabriela Holland are the green thumbs behind Pop Plant,
specialists in practical indoor plants for city dwellers. In 2012, the pair settled in
Melbourne and have since built a name for their playful, savvy approach to urban
gardening. No backyard, no dramas! Follow their step-by-step guide to create a serene
string garden for your own home.
Maxi Walker and Gabriela Holland
discovered a passion for plants and
greenery while cultivating a garden
paradise in the wilderness of
Ollantaytambo, Peru. After a year,
they found themselves back in
Melbourne, living in a small inner

city apartment. Craving foliage and
undeterred by the lack of outdoor
space, the couple began filling their
apartment with a forest of indoor
plants. Bit by bit, they became
“plant-a-holics”. As they realised
the positive effect of living with all

this greenery, Gaby and Maxi
decided to share the happiness
effect with other city dwellers. And
so, Pop Plant was born.
After
experimenting
with
different materials and researching
the hardiest, most practical and
easy-to-care-for succulents and
plants, Pop Plant now has a range of
concrete pots and polyfelt balcony
planters, pot covers and string
gardens (made from 100% recycled
plastic bottles), which they carefully
handcraft themselves.
String gardens are originally
from Japan where they are known as
kokedama. Pop Plant have adapted
this concept by wrapping the moss
ball in polyfelt (commonly used in
vertical gardens). This makes for a
sharper, more industrial aesthetic,
and emphasises the lushness and
greenery of the foliage as it emerges
from the dark grey material.

MATERIALS
10 metres (approx)
Fishermen’s nylon
1 polyfelt square
(approx 30cm x 30cm)
4 handfuls Spaghnum moss
1/3 teaspoon dry water crystals
1 teaspoon slow release fertiliser
Plant of choice

Step 1: Soak the Spaghnum moss in water and
put to one side.
Step 2: Place water crystals in a receptacle
and add 150mls of water. Leave these for half
an hour until they expand, absorb all the water
and become jelly-like.

Step 4: Now it’s time to prepare the root ball.
Remove the chosen plant (in this case, Devil’s
Ivy or Epipremnum Aureum) from its pot over
another bowl, allowing the excess soil to
fall into the bowl. Hold the plant by its root
ball in one hand and with the other add the
remaining spaghnum moss, water crystals and
the fertiliser to the excess soil and mix well.
Bit by bit, mould this mixture onto the root ball,
always maintaining a spherical shape.

Step 5: Bind the ball by winding fishermen’s
twine around it various times, ensuring you
sculpt as perfect a sphere as possible.

Step 3: Use a regular soup bowl, cut two pieces
of the fishermen’s twine, each approx 35cm
in length, and place in the bowl in a cross.
Next, round off the corners of the polyfelt
square and place on top of the twine. Then line
the polyfelt square with a generous layer of
Spaghnum moss. Set aside for later.

Step 6: Place the root ball in the bowl prepared
in step 3. Collect the polyfelt square at the
edges and bring together towards the middle
like a Christmas pudding bag.

CARE TIPS
To water the string garden, take it
down from its hanging spot, then
place its polyfelt base in a bowl of
water for approx. 10 mins. Remove
from water and allow for excess
water to drain away before
re-hanging. Depending on your
plant of choice, water around
once weekly, when the polyfelt
base feels light and dry.

Step 7: Tightly tie the two pieces of crossed
twine through the middle of the root ball to
secure the polyfelt. Use the remaining twine
to repeatedly wind around the polyfelt ball in
alternating directions (approx 20 times) until
you are happy with the shape and tautness of the
ball and tie securely.
Step 8: Tie another piece of twine (at the length
you desire) to the string garden and hang in an
appropriate nook.
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blueprint city TEXT by Mitra Anderson-Oliver

Cities for people:
Jan Gehl
Jan Gehl, renowned Danish architect, urban design consultant and champion of the
human scale, is a great believer in walking. “There is more to walking than walking”,
he says, a point which Mitra Anderson-Oliver has cause to reflect on over the two days
spent pursuing Jan on foot during his trip to Melbourne for an international study tour,
during the hottest autumn week in Victoria’s history.

The man in black. Jan Gehl snaps a Melbourne laneway view. Photo by Eugenia Lim – Assemble Papers.

Dressed in signature black, with his
trusty,
wide-brimmed
parking
inspector’s hat at the ready (“I have
the Perth one, I have the Adelaide
one, I have the Sydney one, the
Wellington one and actually, I have
the Hobart too. They are all wide
brimmed and very good for
holidays”), Jan Gehl and City of
Melbourne Manager of Urban
Design, Rob Moore, guided us
through the history of Melbourne’s
now celebrated streetscapes and
reflected on their vision of the
elements of a liveable city. Much of
what we Melburnians now take for
granted – laneway culture, outdoor
dining, Copenhagen-style cycle
lanes, the gradual erosion of the

pre-eminence of the car in favour of
the pedestrian and cyclist – are
revealed as a consequence of Gehl’s
influence – and the perseverance of
local collaborators Rob Adams
(architect and Director of City
Design at the City of Melbourne)
and Rob Moore.
Back in the 1970s, when Gehl
was in Melbourne as a visiting
professor, the value of street culture
was not widely recognised. Robin
Boyd’s The Australian Ugliness had
been published over a decade
earlier; in addition to being deemed
‘unpatriotic’, its
critique
on
‘featurism’ in Australian aesthetics
and architecture was yet to make a
broader impact. At this time, Gehl
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recalls walking down the deserted
streets of inner Melbourne of a
weekend: “It was neutron-bombed,
not a soul – not even a cat. Now,
internationally,
Melbourne
is
ranking sky high, one of the best
cities in the world. Everybody who
has been down here has been raving
about the quality of the streetscapes,
and the care that’s been taken.”
Working with the City of
Melbourne in 1993 (Gehl was
invited by the council to conduct a
Public Spaces and Public Life
survey – and again for a 2004
update), a key recommendation was
to create opportunities for outdoor
dining, mimicking the success of the
grand boulevards of Paris and the
communal squares of Rome. The
suggestion was ridiculed in a city
famous for its icy southerlies and
four-seasons-in-one-day
climate.
Yet, twenty years later, Melbourne
boasts the highest ratio of street
furniture per person in the world;
outdoor cafes have increased from
less than 50 in 1990 to over 600
today; the number of pedestrians in
the city on weekday evenings has
doubled; and Swanston Street has
more pedestrians per day than
Regent Street in London.
Jan Gehl has made it his life’s
work to provide convincing
evidence for this investment in
public life. His published titles
speak to his enduring commitment
to and singular focus on the human
subject, beginning with Life Between
Buildings in 1987 and continuing on
with variations on the theme: Public
Spaces, Public Life (1996), New City
Spaces (2000), New City Life (2006)
and most recently, Cities for People

Before: Broadway and Times Square, New York City, pre-2007. Congestion, cabs and car culture dominate. Photo courtesy Department of Transport (DOT).

After: the same location, Broadway at Times Square in 2009, after Gehl Architects worked with the City of New York and the Department of Transport on a major
urban realm and biCycle strategy in New York. Photo courtesy Department of Transport (DOT).

(2010) (in which Melbourne
features prominently). For his part,
Gehl credits the “grandmother” of
humanistic planning, Jane Jacobs
for drawing attention to the
importance of human scale. “Fifty
years ago she said – go out there
and see what works and what
doesn’t work, and learn from reality.
Look out of your windows, spend
time in the streets and squares and
see how people actually use spaces,
learn from that, and use it.”
Gehl has taken this approach
literally, spending countless hours
walking the streets of cities around
the world, studying life beneath,
between and around buildings.
“Man was made to walk”, Gehl
reminds us. “All our senses are made
for being a walking animal – for that
speed, for that horizontal perception
– and when we are in that natural
environment that we are meant for,
then we can watch and talk and kiss
as we were meant to as human
beings.” Forty years of this close
observation of human behavior
(rather than a more theoretical
engagement with urban studies: “I
am not much into reading”, he
confesses) lies behind Gehl’s core
beliefs of treating pedestrians and
cyclists “sweetly” and the need for
the city to be an “invitation” to
spend time, a welcoming and
sustaining place for people to live.
“A good city is like a good party”, he
says. “You know it’s working when
people stay for much longer than
really necessary, because they are
enjoying themselves.”
Jan’s generous nature is tested on
the subject of “starchitecture”. He
has no time for what he terms “birdshit” architecture, the legacy of
modernists – “architects travelling
all over the world to drop their
towers”. Or, what he sees as the
increasing obsession with form in
contemporary city building and
skyscrapers, which he compares to
his wife’s perfume bottles that
decorate the bathroom shelf. Each
new building reaches higher, in
more complex formations than the

last. This is, he says, the “Brasilia
syndrome” – the creation of cities
and spaces which look magnificent
from a plane, or in the architect’s
render, but do nothing for the
people that need to live in them.
Unsurprisingly, he is not entirely at
home with the “New Wave” or “New
Pragmatism” of Danish architecture
currently sweeping the globe (think
urban infill developments and think
BIG). However, he confesses that
starchitect Bjarke Ingels has now, in
fact, become one of his “very special
friends”. “I started by criticising his
stuff as senseless and unfeeling and
with no concern for people. But now,
he comes to me with his design and
he says to me, look at this group floor,
look at this project, it is much better
than the previous ones, isn’t it? And I
was over at his place the other day,
and he had a new book and I grabbed
one. And he wrote in it: Bjarke loves
Jan. And now I have that at home.”
While making cities for people is a
battle that Gehl continues to fight, he
feels the winds of change are behind
him. “It is the third time that the
architecture profession has given me
their highest honour – and that is
very nice. This is a sign that the kind
of work that I do has been accepted,
not only by the architecture
profession worldwide but my own
people in Denmark, the fatherland,
which for many years has treated this
area disdainfully, overlooked it,
pretended it was not there.” Gehl
Architects now works in thirty
countries, with a core team of over
forty staff, consulting on public life
and guidelines for city development,
increasingly in developing countries.
With satisfaction, Gehl reflects that
“it took a long time for Jane Jacobs to
be heard, but now she has been heard,
and I am her humble grandson.”
And, in city planning itself, from
the United States to rapidly
urbanising China and India, “one
city after the other is converting,
wanting to ‘do a Melbourne’”. Gehl
sees a “new paradigm” of urban
development emerging, driven by a
fundamental concern for life, rather

than the efficient flow of traffic. “In
what I call the ‘reconquered cities’,
we have won back the right to be in
the city from the car, and we can
now enjoy the age-old joy of people
meeting people, which is why
people came to cities in the first
place.” Melbourne, he says, has been
transformed from a city where we
once rushed to the office and back
home again, (“like ants to their
various places and when they are
finished they go down like ants
down in the hole again”), to “a city
which really is very inviting for
promenading, and for lingering and
sitting and enjoying, and looking at
the girls or whatever you do.”
As Gehl takes his leave, donning
his parking inspector hat, he leaves
me with a parting caution: “You go
down and see the Docklands, and
they are 30 years behind what the
city can do. They think that if they
just have enough architects it must
be a good city – but it is just another
assembly of these perfume bottles.”
You will not, Gehl stresses, maintain
a liveable city by thinking of the
beauty of the buildings first, or from
privileging the happiness of the
motor car over the interests of
people. Rather, it is how the buildings
land, how they are connected, and
how the public spaces around them
are organised that will define the
success of the cities of the future.
Many thanks to Anna Esbjørn,
Senior Project Manager and Mette
Løth Rasmussen, Researcher at The
Danish Architecture Centre (DAC)
who organised the study tour for
The International Federation for
Housing and Planning (IFHP) for
inviting Assemble Papers to attend
part of the tour and for assistance
with this article. Big thanks to Jan
Gehl for his patience and candour
while we pursued him across the
streets and rivers of Melbourne for
this interview.
For more information on the work of
Gehl Architects visit: gehlarchitects.com

practical and lateral food for thought on urban design
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utilitarian you TEXT by eugenia lim | photography by hiroshi yoda

Canine contemporary:
Architecture for Dogs
Kenya Hara doesn’t design ‘things.’ His cerebral yet elegant work in object and experience
design as the director of Hara Design Institute and the Creative Director at MUJI, seeks
to infuse a sense of identity and memory into design. Rather than designing products,
Hara designs happenings or “mental events” – the creation of a lasting imprint on the
mind of the viewer or audience. One of Hara’s current projects is Architecture for Dogs,
a travelling exhibition and online resource dedicated to the proliferation of novel, DIY
contemporary architecture for man and woman’s best friend.
Hara
commissioned
leading
designers to create thirteen bespoke
pieces of architecture for their chosen
breed of canine (Chips, our resident
greyhound is patiently awaiting her
own design), including MVRDV for
the Beagle, Sou Fujimoto for the

Boston Terrier, Atelier Bow-Wow for
the
Dachshund,
TORAFU
Architects for the Jack Russell
Terrier, Shigeru Ban for the Papillon
and Toyo Ito for the Shiba.
The results are playful and
whimsical yet sleek. And with
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notes: “dogs, who spend their lives at
the side of humans, must accept
human scale. This architecture is an
apparatus for the purpose of
naturally bringing dogs and humans
eye to eye.” Since the domestication
of the Grey Wolf several tens of
thousands of years ago, humans have
‘done a Darwin’, breeding and
selecting dogs’ physical attributes,
traits and temperaments according
to their own design. “When the dog
runs up the stairs, he ends up at just
the right height to be face-to-face
with a person. I thought up a device/
installation that equalises human
scale and dog scale.”
As the curator and initiator of the
Architecture for Dogs project, Hara
acknowledges and pays tribute to the
quiet and often under-represented
symbiosis between dog and owner.
“Dogs are people’s partners, living
right beside them, but they are also
animals that humans, through
crossbreeding, have created in
multitudes of breeds. Re-examining
these close partners with fresh eyes
may be a chance to re-examine both
human beings themselves and the
natural environment.”

So far, Architecture for Dogs has
presented exhibitions in the US,
including installations and dog-ins
at Design Miami and at Long
Beach Museum of Art, and in Japan
at Tokyo’s Toto Gallery.
In coming years, Kenya Hara will
curate more projects exploring the
underlying
structural
and
experiential design of daily life.
“Emptiness is the backbone of my
aesthetic sensibility”, says Hara. “The
concept of emptiness is the implicit
foundation of every aspect of
Japanese culture, architecture, design,
communication… the ancient
Japanese did not see nature as wild.
They saw its abundance and believed
that nature teaches us how to lead
rich lives accordingly.” Stay tuned for
“Architecture for Swimming” and
“Architecture for Sleeping”.
Want to treat Fido to his or her own piece of
homemade contemporary architecture? Download
blueprint designs, watch how-to videos and find
out more about the Architecture for Dogs project
here: architecturefordogs.com. To find out more
about Kenya Hara, visit the Hara Design Institute
ndc.co.jp/hara/en

blueprints for each of the individual
designs available for download
through the project website,
Architecture for Dogs is an invitation
to dog lovers everywhere to get out
their hammer, saw and nails and
build, remix or hack these open
source designs.
In his D-tunnel design for the Tea
Cup Poodle, Kenya Hara has created
a timber staircase and viewing
platform – an installation that seeks
to elevate dogs to the height of their
owner, a fanciful design with
egalitarian underpinnings. Hara
open-source knowledge and ingenuity
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this vertical life TEXT BY james stephens | photography by eugenia lim

The Cairo: romance
and the minimum flat
A leafy art deco gem built by Australian modernist architect Best Overend, Cairo Flats
was completed in 1936. This post-dated Overend’s September 1933 article ‘A Minimum
Flat with Maximum Comfort’ in the publication ‘Australian Home Beautiful’. Writer
James Stephens talks to former resident Kate Rhodes about the romance and quirks
of her Cairo days.

Welcome to this column about the
culture of apartments. While this
section is called This Vertical Life,
Cairo Flats isn’t very tall. If anything,
it’s U-shaped. Cairo Flats is a
horseshoe of brick and reinforced
concrete from the 1930s that faces
from Fitzroy onto the Carlton
Gardens over Nicholson Street. It
consists of 20 studios and eight onebedroom apartments, is bordered by
greenery and embraces a garden on
its own site that each flat opens onto
or overlooks. Apart from balconies
and stairs, the perimeter of the
building is even, with bedrooms and
bathrooms interlocking internally in
the floor plans. The roof is flat, and
was intended as a social – even
sporting – space for residents and

guests, accessible
by
curved,
cantilevered concrete stairs. The main
building was originally accompanied
by a shop and communal dining
room, eight car garages and two
communal laundries.
Access to each flat is from
external pathways on the west and
south. The entry hall of each flat has
a telephone, and all front doors are
green with a round port-hole
window. Each hallway opens onto
an open timber-floored living space,
which includes seating space for
two over a meal. Despite the shop
and communal dining room, each
flat has a small kitchenette that sits
next to the entry hall on the south
or west, featuring a gas cooker, sink
and storage space. The walls and

ceiling of the living space meld in a
curve with no cornices. Opposite
the entry and kitchenette, the living
space links to the outdoors through
a large window and door onto a
cement-finished sun balcony with
curved corners at ground level or
cantilevered from the first floor,
facing north or east.
Built by Best Overend, Cairo
Flats was completed in 1936. In
Australian Home Beautiful, Overend
described the desire for ‘minimum
flats’ in London, where he had
recently been living and working.
Among other things, it included a
floor plan of a ‘minimum flat’ that
was not dissimilar to floor plans used
in Cairo Flats. The ‘minimum flat’
allowed Overend to recalibrate the
elements of a home. An economical
layout and affordability met
fashionability and comfort not
normally associated with a bachelor
pad, studio or bedsit. While slimming
down the private living space and
kitchen area, the designer magnified
the shared spaces, both functional
and social, through the gardens, the
laundries and even the roof. There
were flourishes in the use of finishes,
including importing the design of
curved aluminium door handles
from London. The seemingly
unsupported stairs were exotic, even
unique, at the time of their design.
Cairo Flats has since been
renovated, and the roof is no longer
considered structurally safe for
people to access. Until a recent
residential conversion, the shop still
operated as a milk bar on Hanover
Street. The dining room is gone and
The Cairo Flats are now simply
residential. Yet what was meaningful

an ongoing biography and history of apartments
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then is still meaningful now, despite
the changes. People are still drawn
to Cairo Flats because of its history,
its lean, spatial economy and its
connection to Melbourne’s inner
city gardens, and proximity to bars,
the CBD, universities, museums
and galleries.
Daniel Palmer (lecturer in the
faculty of Art, Design and
Architecture at Monash University)
and Kate Rhodes (curator at the
Design Hub, RMIT University) are
now married, but made their first
step towards living together when
they moved into two adjacent
studio apartments at Cairo Flats
over ten years ago as students.
They’d been attracted by an ad
stating ‘Garden Setting, Nicholson
Street.’ The pair knew that Cairo
Flats was architecturally significant,
and so studied its history and layout
before Dan applied to move in. Two
months later Kate moved into the
studio next door, and bingo, the
couple of just a few months were
living together.

For a long time the Cairo flats
have attracted residents who are art,
design and architecture makers or
thinkers. As Kate said, “At first, we
didn’t know anyone there, but soon
found that we did.” Two work
colleagues were neighbours, and
soon, another friend moved into the
building. “I remember getting to
know a lovely woman who would
always lose her keys, and have cups
of tea with us waiting for the
locksmith to arrive.”
“Our two studios seemed like a
bigger space. We’d run between each
other’s rooms when working for last
minute deadlines on articles. The
doors were always open, and we’d
spill out of rooms. Unless there was
bad weather, we always had breakfast
on the balcony, in our two butterfly
chairs. But it wasn’t spacious, and if
your blinds were open, you were on
show. It was lucky that we didn’t own
a lot of furniture and things. The bed
was a couch when entertaining
guests. Dan had a kidney-shaped
coffee table that served as a dining
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table, and we always ate sitting on
the floor. We spent a lot of time
planted in front of our desks too.
Dan has a huge library. Somehow it
managed to fit. Things were always
piled up – there were books in the
bathroom cupboard.” Sadly, the
polish of the place had faded, and
become a little harsh. The
kitchenettes were decrepit. Repairs
had not always been done with care;
a lot were not in keeping with the
history of the design. They had been
let go. “The rooftop was not safe
anymore, so you weren’t allowed up,
but we went up to look anyway.”
“There was a milkbar when we
were there. It sold only one
newspaper and one type of milk.
That’s all they had. They would
close for the day when they sold out.
It was beautiful living there though.
The shared garden felt like your
own garden… an incredible sense of
green. We were conscious of living
somewhere that was special, and we
felt we were experiencing part of
Melbourne’s history.”

made in metropolis TEXT by eugenia lim

Best in Park:
interview with
Christina Teresinski

visit assemblepapers.com.au
to read the full article.

Christina Teresinski believes in dignity and dapperness for humans and dogs alike. As
founder and designer at Best in Park, Christina and her team of craftspeople design
for canines. In an industry that privileges gimmicks and expendability, Best in Park
stands out by producing “old fashioned” products based on quality materials, champion
workmanship and classic design.
In 2011 we adopted Chips the
rescue greyhound and she is now a
permanent fixture at the office – we
are officially “dog people” here at
Assemble HQ. Which is not to say
we don’t find cats cuddly; we just
happen to be hound tragics. And
we’re not alone – at 66% of all
households, Australia has the
highest rate of pet ownership in the
world. And, it seems that dogs are

more than just a pretty face or a
waggy tail – they contribute to a
calmer workplace and, according to
Martin Mulcahy of The Atlantic,
health studies in the UK, Australia,
China and Germany have found
that dog owners “enjoy longer
lifespans on average” with health
attributes for young and old
including “weight maintenance,
reduced blood pressure, and

In dog we trust indeed… bespoke “Distinguished” collars. Photo by Nick Blair, courtesy Best in Park.
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improved cardiovascular fitness.”
Canine companionship also appears
to boost self-esteem and in some
cases, even ease the frequency or
impact of depression. In fact, in
2009, Japanese researchers found
that the reason why the reciprocity
between humans and dogs is so
strong is that it’s controlled by
oxytocin — the same “love”
hormone that connects mothers and
newborns, reduces anxiety and
depression, and builds trust and
intimacy. No wonder Chips reckons
she’s boss.
Christina Teresinski is the
founder and designer at Best in
Park, an “old fashioned” outfitter for
man’s best friend. Doing her
personal best to reciprocate the
high-regard and esteem of our
canines, Christina runs a small yet
expanding empire, selling her classic
leads, collars and jaunty accessories
online and at a hand-picked
selection of lifestyle stores across
Australia, Hong Kong, South Korea
and the states. Overall, the pet care
industry continues to grow globally.
In 2006, Australians were already
spending AU$4.62billion on their
pets, while in 2012, the US will spend
over US$52billion on theirs. Japan
too is becoming a “pet superpower”–
as the human birth rate declines and
the population ages, the pet
population is steadily growing. A
recent article in The Guardian by
Ruth Evans and Roland Buerk
explores the current obsession with
pet care in Japan. Official estimates

billie and christian. collar by Best in Park. Photo by kelly thompson.

put the pet population at 22 million
or more (by comparison, there are
only 16.6 million children under 15).
Pet yoga, pet onsens (hot springs)
and canine couture by luxury brands
such as Chanel, Dior, Hermès and
Gucci are now de rigeur as Japanese
families choose pet pampering over
actual parenthood.
Back at Best in Park HQ, the
emphasis is not on bling or excess
but rather, on designs for life. To
Christina, “timelessness is what it’s
about. The brand is an extension of
what I like. After all, what you dress
your dog in is an extension of your
own style – you are accessorising
them after all.” This approach sets
Best in Park apart in an industry that
privileges gimmicky, throwaway
products or luxury extravagance
over simplicity, longevity and quality.
Eugenia sat down with Christina
during a typically busy Best in Park
day, while Walter (Christina’s muse, a
black poodle) watched on.

When did you first come up with the
idea for Best in Park – was there an
“ah-ha” moment?
I’ve always loved dogs, I grew up with
a loyal companion. I was looking for
collars and leads when I got Walter.
The moment of truth came when I
was at an upmarket pet emporium,
surrounded by pink and diamantes,
that I thought in exasperation “what
to do?”After two years spent working
up the confidence, I launched at the
end of 2009. Critical to production is
local craftspeople – building long
term relationships and mutual respect
and making sure they feel like it’s
their business too, that they are happy
with their work and the end product.
It’s a niche business with a local focus.
What inspires the Best in Park brand
and why?

bespoke luggage. Why? They capture
the essence of true craftsmanship
and quality. Also Tumblr sites like
Convoy from Sweden, which curates
a global urban life in pictures.
Best pooch
Melbourne?

walk

locations

in

“Nojo” (north of Johnston street)
and Edinburgh Gardens. My local is
the park next to the Fitzroy Pool.
“Sojo” (south of Johnston street),
down George, Gertrude and Smith
streets. Not every walk culminates in
the park as I like walking around the
streets, getting inspiration. I get
inspiration from the street – it can be
anything: yellow stitching on a brown
loafer and the detail in simple things,
men’s clothing, leather patches, my
late grandfather’s tweed cap.
bestinpark.com

Dapper events like The Tweed
Run, vintage men’s accouterments,

interesting people, creative enterprises and small businesses
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pollinate TEXT by ASSEMBLE PAPERS

TORAFU Architects
× Mr Kitly
At the core of Pollinate is the notion that the meeting of minds can generate
“cross-pollinated” ideas while also providing insight into diverse creative processes.
When we heard that TORAFU ARCHITECTS would be exhibiting at Mr Kitly, we got a bit
swoony. Here was our first pairing, a chance for a significant Japanese practice and a
Japan-obsessed design purveyor to converse.

extension of Bree’s cult blog ii-nekore and represents a kind of homely
creative hub where retail objects and
exhibitions sit together in dialogue.
The TORAFU exhibition at Mr
Kitly came about through a chance
visit to the store by Koichi’s wife
Melinda. Koichi was no stranger to
the antipodes however, having
spent a year working with Kerstin
Thompson architects in Melbourne,
and also regularly visiting Australia
due to family and project work.
Our discussion took place during a
break in exhibition install. Present
were Bree Claffey (owner, Mr
Kitly), Koichi Suzuno (co-director,
TORAFU architects), his wife
Melinda and two daughters, and
Eugenia Lim (editor, Assemble
Papers). What follows is an edited
version of the wide-ranging,
Japanese-English conversation.

torafu architects idea + process 2004–2011 book at mr kitly. Photo by eugenia lim.

TORAFU is an architectural studio
that balances design constraints with
curiosity and playfulness, as evident
across its projects small and large.
From the whimsical yet practical
design of everyday objects to
commercial interiors or residential
projects, TORAFU is unique (we’ve
previously featured their remarkable
concrete House in Kohoku on our
website). Based in Tokyo, TORAFU
is headed up by directors Koichi
Suzuno and Shinya Kamuro whose
partnership formed organically
through project work, including
Claska Hotel’s Template room, the
paper-light Airvase, and interior
architecture
and
design
for
companies such as Freitag and Aesop.

Koichi Suzuno was in Melbourne
last year as the TORAFU
representative, for an exhibition at
Mr Kitly, a shop and gallery of
design, homewares and books that
collects the delicate sensibility and
aesthetic of owner Bree Claffey. As
Bree notes, Mr Kitly is “my life on
sale in many ways and it’s a bit
uncompromising in that regard. It’s
the stuff that I love rather than stuff
that’s going to sell like hotcakes. I
have this because I love it.” Having
lived in the Kansai region of Japan,
Bree’s beautifully edited range of
objects look outwards – referencing
her time there – but also inwards
towards the personal and intimate.
Mr Kitly is the three dimensional
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The eponymous Mr Kitly sits on the stairs of
“his shop.” Photo courtesy Julian Patterson and
Bree Claffey.

Context and cultural difference

there’s not as many surprises
maybe… if you know what I mean?
But it is interesting the gaigoku-jin
feeling in Japan never goes.
Eugenia: (to Bree) Did you ever
feel like Japan was home when you
lived there?

“shiko teapot” and “copper canister” products
stocked at Mr Kitly. Photo courtesy Mr Kitly.

Bree: (To Koichi) You were talking
about how, when in a new country,
you love to look at domestic living
spaces. That for me is something that
I do when visiting Japan. It’s about
going down back streets to see small
domestic arrangements that are very
inspiring, very different…
Koichi: My feeling about Australia is
it’s a bit like ‘the opposite’. for
example, the seasons are reversed;
summer is winter, autumn is spring.
When I came to Australia, I noticed
that lots of Japanese and Australians
were mixing, lots of other nationalities.
There’s also a real interest in Japanese
culture. I had always wanted to be
more free thinking… I grew up with
Japanese customs and through a
Japanese education system and I can
easily put my thoughts into action,
but from an Australian point of view,
this can be seen as such a strange way
of thinking. I also lived in Australia
for one year, working with Kerstin
Thompson architects and so wasn’t
just a traveller here. Luckily, I can
speak a little bit of English so I don’t
experience that ‘outsider feeling’,
however my wife Melinda, even
though she can speak Japanese, in
Japan she can be still viewed as a
foreigner – like a gaigoku-jin.
B: That’s something I can understand.
I think it probably applies to anyone
leaving their home, going somewhere
different and looking back. Maybe
there’s something special about
Japan because it does have quite a
few rules and quite a tight culture. I
think it is a bit different as an
Australian. You don’t tend to reflect
on your own culture as much, or

B: Absolutely. The day-to-day life
felt like home. Getting on my bike
and riding through the back streets
of Kyoto and knowing the
neighbourhoods was home and it
was just so beautiful and perfect for
that time in my life. And because I
was young… Koichi I’m not sure
how old you were when you lived in
Melbourne?
K: About 28.
B: Yeah I was quite young, 20-21 in
Japan, and reflecting back I think in
that time I was a bit like a sponge.
Just collecting the precious moments.
It had a big impact on my sensibility
and my aesthetics at that time. It
really just crystalised what I find
beautiful. That was very special. The
kind of non-design object in Japan is
just so beautiful and available.

your partner Shinya Kamuro with
the ideas and design for this show,
or was it more driven by you?
K: It was my hope to have an
exhibiton at Mr Kitly.
E: When did you decide to become
TORAFU as a team together?
K: In 2004, I was asked to design a
room for the hotel Claska. I then
asked Kamuro who was my friend
to help me with the project. From
there we began working together
and formed TORAFU. In the
Claska hotel room we had to
accommodate the Sony robot pet
AIBO, and we had three days to
name our office. TO-RA-FU is just
a sound. Architectural offices can be
so serious and have a ‘difficult’
feeling, so TO-RA-FU is just a soft
sound. I also didn’t want something
with a meaning because sometimes
meanings are not soft – I just wanted
a group of sounds – soft sounds…
B: It is a very soft sound…
K: Like tofu… so soft

Koloro at Mr Kitly and the start of
TORAFU

Inverted approach and starting with
the ‘site’

Koichi shows us the TORAFU Template project.
Photo by Eugenia Lim.

TORAFU’s first project, the Template room for
Claska hotel. Photo by Daici Ano courtesy TORAFU.

K: When I came to Melbourne one
holiday in 2011, I would always make
my way to Mr Kitly. So the initial
thinking behind the exhibition
started about one year ago.

TORAFU’s first project was for Claska,
a design hotel in Meguro, Tokyo.

B: It was interesting from our point
of view because you were so busy in
Paris at the time. How involved is

K: Our Template room in Claska was
really our first project and luckily it
appeared in many magazines and
online. So we just started working…
and after Template, we got to work
on the design of the hotel rooftop

conversations between inspired and expert thinkers and doers
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and step by step we started. This was
also our first interior project. Because
I was a graduate architect and I
previously worked in a large
architectural office, I had to shift my
thinking to interior design. I don’t
see a difference between architecture
and interiors however, and I think of
everything as a ‘site’, a starting point.
Template was such a small room, so
my initial thinking was from a
product perspective… thinking
about the little objects, and items like
a TV, freezer, dryer, all needed for a
hotel room.
Normally my approach would be
different, architecture first, interiors
and then product with people last.
In this case it was the reverse
because it was such a small room
and the products in my mind were
so important for the concept.
Architecture not always being on
top – it is more equal this way and
maybe more flexible…

K: When designing furniture I also
want to give ‘the site’, for example
the Skydeck product has a ‘site’ – a
balcony is the only place where you
can use it. I place these conditions
onto
each
product
because
sometimes, the end product can be
too open. Sometimes however one
concept, one idea can solve and work
perfectly with imposed condition.
B: One big long table which starts
off as furniture and becomes almost
architecture with space underneath
that people can use… This crossover
between furniture and architecture
is very interesting, the synthesis is
nice. I love TORAFU products, but
the ones that are so simple with a
direct use really inspire.
From inspiration to documentation

B: Do you still think that way?
K: Architecture, interiors and
product work together and in my
mind are all a graduation from the
same thinking. Normally, with
Japanese ‘famous architecture’, once
the work is finished, the architect
removes all products and signs of
life and then takes photos of the
project – whereas I like to see all the
products, the way of living…
B: This is a very different approach
isn’t it?
K: This is my usual way of thinking,
which I find more interesting. You
know with architectural projects,
the architect needs to design
everything and sometimes even
placing the furniture into a space,
but I like different layers.

Starting with ‘the site’ in the architecture of
TORAFU. Skydeck photo by Fuminari Yoshitsugu
courtesy TORAFU.

From soft-textured studio names to
portable
balcony
bars,
the
conversation flows to inspirations.
K: I try to read lots of comics. I love
Yokoyama Yuichi, who’s a graphic
artist and I even used his comic
character for a shop. It was a
Japanese shop in San Francisco
called New People Centre – which is
very connected to manga so I used
his characters for the furniture.
B: Did you get to meet him?

B: Architecture and products are so
far apart – a house is about large
ideas isn’t it? Beginning with the
space and to bring it back down,
beginning at that domestic level is a
big difference…

K: Oh yes, by chance I got to meet
him. He then told me about his
Japanese manga exhibition and I
was lucky enough to design the
exhibition space for him.
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K: I went to his house and he records
all the conversations with his
friends… always.
M: All the time on tapes…
B: What does he do with it?
K: When he is drawing and painting
he listens to it like a radio to relive
the interesting feelings again and
again. I love his work, it’s so good!
B: Are documents important for
your work? Like our gallery, we
have lots of shows and we try to
document them but sometimes
can’t… there’s one continual
presence and then we move onto
the next show… I wish that I
documented more because there’s
been so much amazing work shown.
K: For me architecture projects have
such a long span… even buildings in
Tokyo have been demolished and
rebuilt so many times even I can’t
remember what kind of building was
there previously… for me people
and memories are important.
So I use my camera to document
all my projects, placing photos on
our website… photos and also our
book are important to show I think.
I cannot show architecture that I’m
designing because a house project
can be yearlong. For these projects I
need to ask the client if I can enter
because I’m still largely a stranger. I
think this is important because
architecture I cannot carry…
products like my Airvase I can carry.
E: You can’t carry a building.
K: Yeah, I cannot carry a building
(laughter).
Many thanks to Minaho Sakane and the team
at TORAFU ARCHITECTS for their cross-country,
bilingual support in making this interview a
reality. Thank you to Koichi Suzuno and Bree
Claffey for taking the time to share tea and
conversation in what was a busy time preparing
for the Koloro exhibition. A huge thanks to Leon
Goh for his creative contribution, words and
making this happen in the first place.
VISIT: Torafu.com and mrkitly.com.au

Inner creative worlds unfold in the Koloro desk by TORAFU. Photo by Lauren Bamford.
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